
Timo Leisio 

A COMPARATIVE VIEW ON GERMANIC AND SLAVONIC 
HEXATONAL SONG GRAMMARS 

This paper is a link in a series of studies intended to outline the transition hypothesis 1. 

After having understood Gerald Langner's theory on neural subharmonics2 it became 
necessary to revise some elementary points of departure of this hypothesis. This has 
no effect on the historical conclusions drawn in the author's earlier papers. The revised 
theory abandons the widely accepted resonance theory according to which physical 
overtones become transformed as such into their neural correspondence. The funda
mental tone and its possible overtones have their representation in the auditory system 
but not in the ways believed before. The aim of this paper is to reformulate the points 
of departure based on what appears to occur in the auditory system. Some of the main 
postulates of the transition hypothesis are: 

All humans have always shared an identical auditory centre whose main functions 
developed hundreds of millions of years ago, that is, long before the emergence of 
modern humans. On the rudimentary level all humans react to musical information 
identically: The auditory system encodes the musical information regardless of culture 
(knowledge acquired by learning). 

1. All human song is based on six hexatonal modal roots or on their six rudimen
tary embryos. 

2. In the subconscious of a singer (listener) the melody is firmly anchored to one 
pitch called the anchor. Universally, this pitch may change to 1,2 or 3 other 
pitches during a melody. It is the aim of the analyst to identify the transitions of 
the anchor because the identification of the active anchor enables the definition 
of the active mode (root, embryo). 

3. All song traditions are based on song grammars (sets of rules3), which vary 
locally by virtue of local cultural differences. 

I See the bibliography. 
2 Langner 2007. 
3 The song grammar does not deal with performance (stylistic articulation, tempo, rhythm, instrumentation). Song 

grammars are subconscious. Their basis is partly genetically inherited (the mechanism of the auditory centre 
in which the neural processes occur), partly learned. The rules mentioned mainly comprise the subconscious 
ideals concerning the metre and the ways the anchors are interconnected. From this point of view can be seen 
that song grammars are dealing with syntax, the arrangement anchors and roots in the flow of melody showing 
their connections and relations. These rules are learned but, from the universal perspective, they are rarely 
communicated because of their subconscious nature. People are able to improvise songs according to certain 
metric patterns without being aware of their existence. The local rules governing the formation of melody fun
ction in the same way. It is only in high cultures in which the musicians (priests, philosophers, musicologists) 
have formalised these subconscious rule sets. 
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4. All song grammars are based on one rudimentary basis (labelled the constitu
tion) and the same basis existed already in the grammar(s) of the first singing 
humans. 

5. The transition theoretical approach proposes the universal comparison of 
human song by initiating the comparison of local song grammars instead of 
melodies. The results can be interpreted diachronically and this leads automati
cally to the evolutionary study of human song. 

6. For purposes of comparison, all melodies are calibrated to the G horizon: The 
anchor tone of the initial mode of the tune is always gl . 

Figure 1 endeavours to present the constitution mentioned. It is universal and pre
cultural. Its first factor is the immanent series of lower overtones ordered according 
to the integral multiples of the basic frequency F (the fundamental tone): F- 2F- 3F-
4F- 5F- 6F etc. If the fundamental is C the overtones 2-6 are -c-g-cl-el_gl. The second 
universal in music is the identical auditory system4, in which the processes occur in 
micro- and millisecond range as they also do in other mammals. There are structural 
differences between human individuals5 but these are marginal for our purposes. Thus, 
on a rudimentary level, all humans are and always were equal as listeners to music, 
and it is the auditory cortex that distinguishes humans from other mammals. Thus, 
the basis of transition hypothesis is made up by two universals underlying all song 
grammars the physical constant as the flow of sound energy, and the neural constant 
as the function ofthe auditory system. 

The global analysis of melodies carried out by the author has suggested that there 
are certain neural abilities common to all humans. They are a consequence of the iden
tical auditory system and, hence, they are also musical universals. The first is the ability 
to memorise and sustain the pitch heard at the beginning of a tune. There are cultures 
with a preference to raise the pitch but this preference represents local aesthetics and 
does not mean that the singers are unable to " keep the key". 

(CULTURE] 

Neural abilities 
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Universal 
Constants r------------------...... ---. 

CONSTITUTION 
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i AuditOl'Y centre I 
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i Series of overtones ! 
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Figure 1. This pre-cultural constitution has 
formed the basis of all human song grammars 
ever since the appearance of the first humans ca. 
160,000 years. Local varieties in grammar are 
due to cultural variation. 

4 An informative description of the auditory system is Wallin 1991 , 149-231 et pass im. 
5 Recently has been found that certain people listen to the fundamental tone while the others prefer to follow the 

timbre (spectrum) in musical processes. Thus difference is genetic. See Schneider e/ al. 2005, 387-394. 
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The second universal is the human ability to fix the sung tones to a firm anchor. 
Whatever there occur in melodic progressions the melody stays in a continuous re
lation to this anchor, which functions as a subconscious drone. Metaphorically it is 
called the anchor tone. (Its neural explanation is given later.) The third universal is the 
human ability to create unitary images of occurrences heard in a song. In relation to 
acoustics (hartmony) these images are called modes, and in relation to musical time 
they are called rhythms. The fourth universal is the ability to change the pitch of the 
anchor tone and to return to the initial pitch after a while. This ability automatically 

leads either to transposition (a mode stays while the anchor changes) or to modulation, 
(a change from one mode to another). It is essential to accept that it is impossible to 
encounter a musical tradition whose carriers would not transpose and modulate. All 
this remains subconscious. 

Since musical tones do not exist in the physical world, they are neither intentional 
nor arranged in hierarchical relations. This is due to the fact that tones can only exist 
as neural images in the head of a listener. The transition hypothesis aims at understan
ding the cognitive process in the human mind at the moment of singing, listening and 
composing6. This leads to the search for subconscious song grammars which define 
the songs and their styles. A rich variety of local song grammars may be found in 
the world but however complex or simple they may be, they share one and the same 
precultural constitution (Fig. 1). 

In modal analysis the concept of mode refers to a consistent collection of tones 
fixed to an anchor tone. (Even though tones do not exist physically as tones, talking 
about tones is feasible on a metaphorical level.) Because of the human ability to mo
dulate and transpose, a tune is usually a sequence of alternating modes. That is why 
the concept of scale is interpreted in transition hypothesis as an artificial theoretical 
construct which hides the internal grammatical processes. There are as many modes 
in a tune as there are anchors. If we combine one unitary scale out of the tones used, 
the internal logic of a tune is quickly lost because one tone can have the status of two 
or three separate degrees in two or three separate modes. All this will become obvio
us later. If the sentence "Shall I give the toy to Peter here --or is Mary going to take 
Peter to London to give it him there?" is arranged to a "scalar" order the sequence is 
"give-going-here-him-I-is-it-London-Mary-Peter-or-the-shall-take-to-toy-there", and 
the logic and meanings are lost. The sentence comprises two successive clauses, which 
corresponds to a tune based on two successive modes and anchors. If the independent 
degrees of these two separate modes are reduced to one scale, the internal logic of the 
melody is lost. 

6 The present author is not arguing that a music analyst "knows" the neural processes in the highly complex audi
tory system. However, when these processes are simplified and translated into musicological language. it seems 
to become possible to see what there may happen in human mind while li stening to musical progress ions. 
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On neural representation of physical tones 

According to Gerald Langner7, professor of neuroacoustics at the Darmstadt Technical 

University, a musical tone with a certain pitch activates neurons which form a constant 

series of subharmonics based on the formula c-c/2-c/3-c/4-c/5-c/6-c/7-c/8 etc. This 

neural system is inverse to the harmonic series in the physical world: c-2c-3c-4c-5c-6c 

etc. which comprises the fundamental frequency c and its overtones. The frequency of 

each overtone is an integer multiple of the fundamental tone. The subharmonic series 

is also based on the integers but as an inversion of the harmonic series and, most of 

all, it is neural. 
In Fig. 2-A it is seen that the sung tone c stimulates the neurons c-c-f-c-ab-J etc. 

which form the subharmonic representation of the sung tone c. The subharmonics 114, 

115, and 116 form the neural triad c-ab-Jcorresponding to the physical F minor chord 

Jab-c. In this paper such neural triads are labelled neurotriads. In music analysis it is 

enough to operate with the term neurotriad and to remember that the neurons which 

have the strongest state of activation are the c and J neurons. It is now possible to sys

temise these subharmonic primary responses (SRI: see Fig. 2-B)8. 

Harmonics Subharmonics 
of tone C: of tone C: 

I II I 
3 C 8x! . ~ , - - - 0 1 

8b2 7x1 .~ 
[2] 

<:,1. 6x1 .~ 
e2 5'x1 ·~ 
c2 4xl .~ :- - - 4~ 1:2 [£] 
(;1 3 xl • ----- 1 3 WFI ----- 4~ : ltJ 

cl 2x1 . - - ' - 4 ~ 1:4 ~ 
~~ 1:5 IAbl 

... ~ 4~ 1:6 [EJ 
~~ 1:7 D+ 

C 1 0 - - - 4. 1: 8 [g 

Figure 2A. Beginning oj the harmonic 
and subharmonic series oj the sung tone 
c. Read the Jormer upwards and the latter 
downwards. The points in the harmonic 
series represent physical frequences while 
the points in the subharmonic series rep
resent activated neurons (reJerred to with 
the tone names). The core oj Langner:S 
theory oJharmony (2007) can be reduced 
to the pattern: the sung tone c activates 
the neural F minor, or {c Fm}. 

7 Langner 2007. Langner's other studies are seen in the bibliography, 
8 Terms like neurotriad, subharmonic primary and secondary response, as well as neural primary and secondary 

option do not belong to Langner's theory and terminology. They belong to the transition hypothesis, 
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Sung NEUROTRIADS: SYMBOL: Sung NEUROTRIADS SYMBOL: 

tones: tones: 
c----> f-ab-c Fm flb ----> cb-d-f!b Cbm=Bm 
db ----> f!b-a-db Gbm f!----> c-eb-f! Cm 
d----> f!-bb-d Gm ab ----> db-fb-ab Dbm 
eb ----> ab-cb-eb Abm a----> d-f-a Dm 
e----> a-c-e Am bb ----> eb-f!b-bb Ebm 

1(----> bb-db-f Bbm b----> e-f!-b Em 
cb ----> e-f!-b Em 

Figure 2B. The subharmonic primary responses of sung tones are represented here in 
the form of neurotriads and the corresponding chord names. The primary responses 
are always in the minor form. 

The central auditory system does not only respond to the fundamental tone. When 

singing, there are usually certain overtones of the fundamental tone of the voice 

amplified in the oral cavity. According to Langner9, the fundamental tone and each 
of its overtones activate the neurons according to Figures 2A and 2B. In most cases 
it seems to be enough in music analysis to operate only with the physical harmonics 
4-5-6, which form the physical triad in the major form. In the case of the sung c the 

harmonics 4-5-6 are c-e-g corresponding to the physical C Major chord. Each of these 
three harmonics activates its own subharmonic neurotriad. That is, when tone c is sung 

and is accompanied by its low harmonics, at least three separate neurotriads (Fm, 

Am, Cm) are simultaneously and automatically activated (see Fig. 3-A). Because the 

neurons are not activated by the fundamental tone but by its overtones the resulting 
neural combinations are no longer called the primary responses but the subharmonic 
secondary responses (SR2 and SR3) in transition hypothesis. 

Shill Om Fill e m Em Om Om F#m .Am .Qn G#m Bm 
Ohm Abm 

Figure 3-A. The taxonomy of the 
subharmonic secondary responses 
to the sung tones c- b. As seen, tone 
c has fab-c = Fm also as its second
ary response. This neural response 
is thus doubled because it was al
ready the neural primary response. 
Thus, in transition hypothesis, only 
the two neurotriads to the right of 
the left triads (each underlined) are 
counted as the sub harmonic sec

ondary responses. Thus, in the case of the sung tones c, de f the neurotriads Am, Bm, 
C#m=Dbm, and Dm are defined as SR2 in analysis. Accordingly, the neurotriads on 
the right side of each SR2 (Cm, Dm, Em, Fm etc.) are defined as SR3 in analysis. 

9 As the main source are the personal discussions by email since January 2006. 
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The melodies sung by humans cannot be explained solely with the subharmonic 
primary and secondary responses. Thus, the present author has formulated the system 
of optional selections. In personal correspondence, Professor Langner stated in 2006 
that nobody knows how many neurons are activated by each stimulation. Based on 
this statement, the present author formulated three options for the researcher to choose 
from for purposes of analysis. The first one comprises the neurons which correspond 
to the harmonics 4-5-6 of the fundamental in question. This group is called neural 
primary options (NO). If the sung tone is c the harmonics 4-5-6 (c-e-g) activate three 
neurotriads in minor form as shown in Fig. 3-A. However, the human mind will easily 
accompany tone c with the C Major chord. This is possible because while c is sounding 
the nerves c, e, and g are in a state of activation. Fig. 3-B endeavours to exemplify this: 
There is no direct representation of the physical chord C Major on the neural level. But 
because the nerves c, e, g are active, the auditory centre accepts C Major to accompany 
tone c. Thus, this selection of neurons is not a direct reaction to the tone heard but it 
is merely a selection out of all the neurons activated by the tone heard. 

TIle sung tone: 

c 

~ 
Its physical harmonics 4-5-6: c e g 

111eir representation as activated [~ a~ ~ 
neurons [olming 3 neurotriads Fm Am em 
in minor [oml: 

Figure 3-B. Three si
multaneously activated 
subharmonic neurotri
ads (Fm, Am, and Cm) 
as the representation of 
the physical harmon
ics 4-5-6 (c, e, g) of the 
sung tone c. As a result, 

the active neurons c-e
g (encircled) together form a selection which is the neural correspondence to the 
physical C Major triad. Such a selection is called neural primary option (NOl), 
which is always in the form of a major triad. The selection explains why tone c can 
be accompanied by C Major triad. 

Then there are two more neural options to choose from in analysis. They are label
led neural secondary options (N03-4: Figures 4A and 4B). The subharmonic neurons, 
which have the strong state of activation, make it possible for humans to accept triads 
emerging as their combinations. 

To repeat, a physical (sung) tone has two kinds of automatic neural response, either 
primary subharmonic (sung c -+ neural Fm) or secondary subharmonic (sung c + e 
+ g -+ neural Fm, Am, Cm). Both are active simultaneously. Beyond them there are 
three neural options (Fig. 4A and 4B), which are also simultaneously active with the 
previous two. As an ethnomusicologist, the present author has come to the hypothesis 
that the auditory system accepts a physical chord to accompany a sung tone if at least 
one tone of the physical chord already has its active correspondence in the auditory 
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The sung tones C - B and the~ two SECONDARY 
---:; OPTI~ of neural represen~ 

NO' NO' NO' r;d 
F» Db ",d Bb 

C» Ab and F G» Jib ",d C 
D» Bb and G A» F and D 

E » C and A B » G ",d E 

Figure 4A . The neural 
secondary options of the 
sung tonesfrom c1 to bI. 
The encircled neurons 
are parts of two sepa
rate neurotriads, which 
are given in the box as 
N03 and N04. See the 
main text. 

system. In other words, no music analyst can say which neurons are activated in the 
auditory system but any musician, composer or analyst is "instinctively" able to choose 
appropriate chords to accompany the sung tones. The expression "appropriate" relates 
to the melodic context and to the learnt culture of a listener. The context means that, 
say, the sung tone c can be accompanied by many chords - such as C Major, C Minor, 
F Major F Minor, Ab Major, A Minor, D7 etc. The best solution depends on the context 
(such as the key). There is absolutely nothing new in this statement but if it is related 
to possible processes in the auditory centre an interesting hypothesis arises. It seems 
that the human mind accepts new musical progressions most easily if they activate 
neurons which are already activated. The human mind respects a continuation, so to 
say. If the key of a song is A Minor it needs an inventive solution to accompany a tone 
with Eb Minor because of the lack of activated neurons. The neural secondary options 
in Figures 4A and 4B do not define all the activated neurons. They only define some 
of the most probable ones. They explain why a listener is ready to accept two more 
options beyond the three mentioned. It is necessary to remember that all these five 
are simultaneously in a state of activation. Which one sounds best in the "ear" of an 
analyst depends on the context, that is, on what was sung in the immediate past both 
as the flow of sound energy and as the neural activation. 

The analysis of this paper suggests that there is an obvious relation between the 
neural processes of the near past, of the present, and of the future. In practice this can be 
seen in melodic movements: A singer (a composer) prefers to select the tone to be sung 
next according to the selection of the neurons which are active in the brief moment 
of the neural present This is neither compulsory nor necessary for the easy flow of 
melody, but this is what repeatedly occurs in melodies worldwide. This subconscious 
process can be formulated in a general statement that the active neurons of the present 
moment may function as a directory to what is going to happen next 
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Cb Db Eb 

~ ~ ~ 
eb eb gb dl> I ab eb g bb 

~~:::~: I I I I I I 
gb-~b~/~b ab-e ,b c·kEg ~bb 
~ a Ibb.dbll IdE e-ab a c .b ~g gb·bb 

Gb Ab Db 

~ 
gb bb dl> 
~ 

<til c eb 
~ 

bb d I 

I I~ db-~~cJeb 'b~~d~j cb - e b bb b- b ITJ~ ~bb b- a-dl> &fl. b -.b c hlj b-eb ~g b - bb d b b-I 

Six SUAA tones and their two SECOND.A.RY OPTIONS for two alternative neurotriads 

No' NO' NcJ NO' 
Cb» G and E Gb » G and Ab 
Db » A and Gb Ab » E and Db 
Eb» B and ...&. Bb » Gb and Eb 

Figure 4B. The neu
ral secondary op
tions (NO) of the 
sung tonesfrom cb1 
to bb 1. The encircled 
neurons are parts of 
two optional neu
rotriads, which are 
given at the bottom 
ofthefigure as N03 
and N04. 

Methodologically the first step of analysis is to identify the anchor tone, i.e. a sub
conscious drone below the melody. The number of anchors in a tune is usually more 
than one and less than five. The concept of anchor tone has been part of the transition 
hypothesis for years but the author could never explain what it is - except that it is 
degree 5 of the active modal root. The present author identifies the anchors by playing 
the melodies with the Roland E 10 Synthesizer with the soft French horn as the tone 
selection (without echo or vibration). (If the source is a sound recording, the synthesi
zer functions as the drone instrument.) After the anchor sequence has been tentatively 
defined, it becomes possible to identify the modal root(s) used by the singer(s). This 
simple procedure can be repeated in the analysis of any song of any song tradition, and, 
because of the anchor system, it is obvious that all human song functions according to 
parallel principles. The relations of the sung tones and the anchor(s) are astonishingly 
similar all over the world - however complex or simple the musical tradition is. 

The explanation for the anchor phenomenon can be found in Gerald Langner's 
theory of how the auditory system functions. Because the neurons analyse all sonic 
information, all musical processes can be studied tone by tone in song analysis. The 
present author does this with the help of the neurotriads (see Fig. 5). The neural pro
cesses are described with the help of chords usually given with three or four tones 
(neurons). These are written below the melody like as if an accompaniment. This way 
it turns out that the subconscious anchor is composed of the nerve which remains in 
a state of continuous activation. The long term neural stimulation functions in such a 
way that the melody tends to progress in consonant relations to the anchor as exemp
lified in Fig. 5. 
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g-IV f-J £I-IV Hexatonal roots 
TN g----------------------------f----------------------d---------------------------------g---- TN = tying neurons (anchors) 

~~!~~~~~~~c~- ~--~-~-~-~- -~-~-~, §~§§~~~~, ~~~a~~~: ~~~~~~ 
Cm Eb GmCm Gm Bb Dm F BbDm GmBbDmGm Dm Gm 

Figure 5. Analysis of a melodic double line according to the transition hypothesis. 
The hexatonal roots are defined above the sung melody, which is on the upper stave. 
The symbol tn refers to the Tying Neurons, i.e. to the anchors g, f, d, and g, and the 
tying process itself can be seen on the lower stave as the alternation ofneurotriads. 
The modal roots tend to be activated on the stressed metrical positions even if the 
tying starts earlier (as is the case in all changes in this melody). The melody is in the 
G horizon: the initial anchor is gl. 

Fig. 5 is dominated by neurotriads in minor form. The encoding patterns of the 
sung tones are subharmonic primary response (d/Gm; a/Dm, c1Fm); subharmonic 
secondary response (c1Cm,flDm, g/Gm), and neural primary options (eb /Eb; bb/ 

Bb). There are no neural secondary options. Thus, it might be possible to describe the 
grammar with these features: SR1+SR2+SR3+N0 1• This line of comparison, however, 
is not followed in this paper. 

The identification of the neurotriads occurs by listening, and the choices of the 
analyst cannot be absolutely final. There are certain details in Fig. 5 which can be 
explained with the micro analysis like this. For instance, why is it easy for a singer to 
repeat the melody even if the interval of the final d 1 and the initial c2 is the minor 7th? 
If the final d 1 were encoded with the neurotriad Dm by the auditory centre, it is quite 
difficult for a singer to restart the tune. However, if the final d1 is encoded with the 
neurotriad Gm, there is no problem in restarting the melody. The reason is the tying. 
The active neurons of Dm do not share any prominently active neurons of the initial 
Cm while it is the g neuron, which ties the final d and the opening c together. To sing 
c2 after d 1 is no problem. 

According to the transition hypothesis, humans have used only six hexatonal 
modalities. Practically any modal construction (with the atonal one excluded) on any 
continent can be explained with the help of these roots or their more rudimentary em
bryos, which postulate also covers the pentatonic world. This paper has no universal 
aims because of which these views are not touched upon. These six roots are seen in 
Fig. 6. - Unlike in all the former papers by the author, the numbering of degrees is 
now changed to parallel the numbering in tonal analysis. Tonal degree 7 is lacking and 
is replaced with degree 6. The 4th degree if) is often referred to by symbol ¥. 
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ROOTS IN THE G HORIZON: 
AND THEIR DEGREES: 

Haxatonal 
marker: 

5 ~ 32165 

~'~Q~. ~·~·~·~.~e~~~j~f~r~· ~~I Modal Root I (» C major) 

j'~I'~t:I~~·~·~~~.~.g.~~~e~~~jgJ ~J~~I Modal Root II 

~,~o~. ~1'.~.~.~.~e~~j~f~r~~1 Modal Root III (» C minor, harm.) 

~,~o~.~I'~·~· ~·~~.~e~~~ji~f~r~~1 Modal Root IV (» C minor, natural) 

~'~c~" ~.~.~~~.~.~. ~e~~j§j~;~j ~~I Modal Root V 

Figure-6. Six hexatonal root modalities on g1 originally introduced by Gabor Liika 
(1964). The degrees run downwards from 5-5. Degree 5 refers to the anchor tone 
and corresponds to the dominant of the tonal modes. Degree 1 of roots L IlL and IV 
corresponds to the tonic of the tonal modes. Tones a and ab do not exist. Root VI is 
as if composed of the harmonics 12- 10-9-8-7- 6 of tone C. The semitied degree ¥ 
(f) is in dissonant relation to the anchor and needs a separate anchor. The roots are 
defined according to the anchor tone written in front of the root number: g-L g-IV, 
etc. For neural reasons not discussed here, to be in the G horizon, root II is often on 
eb (eb-II), and root Von e (e- V). 

The source for the idea of the hexatonal basis of human song was the theory about 
the pentatonic nature of the Proto-Indo-European song introduced by the Hungarian 
Professor Gabor Llik6 in 1964. According to him, these six roots (see Fig. 6).) are 
pentatonic having quite often one auxiliary tone between degrees I (e l ) and the upper 
octave of degree 5 (g2). The present author slowly learned that these roots are not only 
European but universal, and that they are not pentatonic but hexatonic (or better: hexa
tonal). They share the same general structure but each has a nature of its own. They are 
not studied more closely in this paper but introduced in such a way that each of them 
has gl as the anchor tone, that is, as degree 5. This causes them to be in the G horizon. 
Exceptions are roots II and V, whose anchor tone gl is often their 6th degree. 

In Fig. 7 can be seen how the subconscious anchor tones are neurally explicable in 
roots g-I and g-IV The author does not claim that the neural processes are absolutely 
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as presented. However, the neurons given in transcriptions are stimulated by the sung 
degrees in one way or another. 

5 6 I 2 3 4 5612 3 4=¥ 5 ¥3 21 6 1 
TN g------------------------c----- g---- g---------------------C---------g---c----------g---------------------------

g-IV: 
G C G C F G Cm Gm Cm Gm Cm Fm Cm Fm Cm Gm Cm Gm Cm 

Figure 7 A. The neural interpretation 0/ roots g-I and g-IV (which is also given in its 
descending form). 

When the degrees of g-I are sung the g neuron remains active throughout the mode 

- except when degree ¥ is sung (Fig. 7 A). Degree ¥ is encoded by the neural primary 

option F, as a result of which the c neuron ties it together with the preceding triad C. 

Moreover, the sung tones f and g2 are not tied - or they are loosely tied by the/neuron 
albeit the sung g2 comprises its 7th harmonic (j). This/stimulates Bbm (bb-db-f) as 

its subharmonic secondary response keeping the / neuron active. (This is not shown 
in the transcription.) Thus the neural primary and secondary options are central in the 
formation of root I: NPO+NSO. - Rootg-IV is different. On the scalar level this root 

comprises only neurotriads in minor form (even if the relations eb/Eb and d/Bb are 

also possible when ascending). The neural encodings g/Cm and d/Gm are subharmo

nic primary responses, clCm andj7Fm are sub harmonic secondary responses, and the 

remaining tones are neural secondary options. The pattern is SPR+SSR+NSO. When 
the neurotriadic elements of g-I are C-G-F, in g-IV they are Cm-Gm-Fm. Even if the 
tying is continuous without cessation, the anchors are the same as in g-I. This also 
holds for the descending form of g-I, which is entirely tied (Fig. 7B). 

5 4=¥ 3 2 1 6 1 
~ c---------~-----------------------------

fl • 

- II 

CF CGCGC 
fj I 

.J I -ii I ~ 

Figure 7B. 

One more detail deals with the ab-
solute pitch. According to Langner's 
neural theory, there is a need to se
parate the physical sound (which is 

the flow of energy that hits the ear

drum) from its neural representation 

(which we "hear" as images of tones 
and modes). These images are arran
ged according to subharmonic neural 
sequences based on integers (Langner 
2007). In the light of music analysis, 

humans are easily able to form images 
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of stable pitches and their combinations (modes, melodies) in spite of various physical 
deviations. It is possible, with the help of computer programs, to make a detailed analy
sis of rhythm and pitch and to find out how a sung melody is produced by a performer 
in the physical world. The variation in duration and pitches may be great. However, 
the auditory centre is able to "normalise" the natural variation in the singing process 
and to recreate standardised images of such stable pitches and modes that humans are 
able to learn them, to remember them and to recreate them. For instance, Jaan Ross 
has stated that the listeners may form an image of a tone with a certain pitch even if 
the physical reality was a continuously gliding fundamental tone I O. This aspect is not 
dealt with here any further but this provides a clue to the ability of the human auditory 
centre to normalise physical deviations at least to a certain extent and to form holistic 
and stable neural images of them. 

On Germanic Song Grammar 

In this study, the term Germanic is confined to the Central European Germanic 
speaking areas covering mainly The Netherlands, Germany, Switzerland and Austria. 
The northern Germanic (i .e. the Scandinavian and the Anglo-Saxon) traditions are 
excluded. Between ca. 2000 BC and 200 AD the Proto-Germanic territory covered 
North-Germany, Denmark and southern coasts of Norway and Sweden. The Central 
European Germanic area was not formed until the end of the Proto-Germanic epoch 
during the first centuries AD. This study on the grammatical features found in the 
historical songs of Central European Germanic speaking regions is mainly based on 
a few melodies selected from the Deutscher Liederhort I-III, a large anthology pub
lished by Ludwig Erk and Franz B6hme in the 1890s. Most of its tunes are modally 
in the major form (but not in the Major mode). The melodies selected for this paper 
are also in the major form. 

~ ~ ~ 
g--------------------------------------------------------------S=---g---------------;------------

c-I : g-T: 
-------------------------c----------g----------;---------------------------------------------------------------

men bei ei-nen 8 run - nen. der war kuhl und war kal!. 
CFC G CGC G C 

10 Ross 1995, 319-324. 
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Figure 8. A bal
lad from the Mo
sel valley, close to 
Trier, south-western 
Germany in Rhein
land, written down 
in 1877 (Erk and 
Bohme 1, page 592, 
no 194b). 
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Der Reiter und seine Geliebte (Fig.8) is a traditional ballad. It has two anchor 
tones, gl and c2, and the alternating modes are as follows (only the bold face degrees 
are used in the melody): 
g-I: g-b-c-d-e-f-g 
c-*I: c- e-f-g-a-bb-c. 

Actually, c-I only has three degrees. Therefore it can be treated as embryo c*l, not 
root c-I. The grammatical structure of this melody can modally be displayed as g-Is c
*1-+g_ll. The symbol Is tells the reader that the 51h degree of root I (tone gl) opens 
the melody, and the final symbol P tells the reader that the 151 degree (c2) of root g-I 
functions as the final tone. Typical of this tune is the opening leap gl_ C2.1t seems that 
the active neurons function in natural singing as the subconscious directors, that is, the 
singers prefer to choose the following tone among tones whose neural representations 
are in the state of stimulation at the present moment. In this case, when the singer 
articulates the initial tone gl, it has the neurotriad Cm as one of its representations and 
tone c2 is easy to sing. The melody is archaic in grammar. There are only two anchors 
and one root transposed between gl and c2. The neurotriad F appears briefly twice, ot
herwise the alternation proceeds between the neurotriads C and G. The grammar seems 
mainly be composed of neural primary (giG, clC,j1F) and secondary options (b and 
d encoded with G, e and g encoded with C) which makes up the pattern NPO+NSO. 
Ifwe look at the combination of the neurotriads, their string is simple and symmetric: 
GC-+ FC-+GC. 

The poem of the Swiss lullaby in Fig. 9 seems to represent an archaic theme with 
the Germanic god Wotan (Odin) as the Schimmelreiter or 'The Rider of a White Horse' . 
It too has two anchors but now gl and d 1• The roots are: 
g-I: g-b-c-d-e 
d-I: d-ft-g-a-b-c-d. 

Mode g-I opens the melody. It is soon turned to d-I, which remains to the end. Thus, 
the grammatical structure is g-15 -+ d-II. However, when the anchor is transposed down 
to d1 there occurs a radical change at the end of the 2nd measure. The melody opened 
in g-I, which is the root ofC major. When the anchor is transposed down to d 1 the root 
remains but, from the tonal point of view, there occurs a modulation to G major (becau
se d-I is its hex atonal root). The dramatic change is because of the neurotriad D major. 
The question is: Why is the sung tone a encoded by the neural D major in the auditory 
system? The reason is again in the neural secondary options (Fig. 4A). The sung tone a 
is divided in its harmonics a-c#-e, and their neural representations form the neurotriads 
D-F-A, F#-A-C#, and A-C-E. The activated neurons correspond to the physical triad 
D major (d-j#-a), and, as it seems, this is the reason why the auditory centre accepts 
the physical triad D to accompany the sung tone a at the end of the 2nd measure (zum). 
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Thus, from the neural point of view, the grammatical structure is GC -+ G-+ DG. Its 
encoding patter parallels the former song: NPO+NSO. On the other hand, because of 
the neurotriad D, it differs greatly from Fig. 8. According to tonal theory, the melody 
progresses in G major. According to the transition hypothesis, the specific nature of this 
tune is a result of the alternation of two separate neurons, g and d, which are also re-

g-I : d-I: 
g--------------------------------------d-------------------------------------

kam ein Herr zum Schl oss - Ii 

'--../ 

d-I: 

nem scho - nen Ross Ii ; 

CGCGCG D G 0 

d------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------, 

da luegt di e FlU zum Fen - ster us und sail: Der Mann isch nit by Hus l 

D G C GD G D G D G 

ferred to by the term 
"(active) anchors". 

Fig. 9. This Swiss 
lullaby (Schimmel
reiter) wasfirst pub
lished in 1776 and 
is here according to 
Erk and Bohme III, 
pages 623-624, no. 
1916. 

As a parallel example of the alternation of the anchors gl and dl is the two-part 
Austrian love song Da druntn im Tal 'Down there in the valley' in Fig. 10. It sheds 
some more light on the relation of sung tones and their neural representation. The main 
melody seems to be sung by the lower voice, while the upper voice is accompanying. 
Therefore it is interesting to see how the Austrian singers chose the sung tones in re
lation to the main melody. (It is worth remembering that two-part singing like this has 
been sung for centuries before rural people learned to read and write.) 

The map of the geographical distribution of melodies analysed. The numbers refer 
to corresponding Figures. 

Neurally Da druntn im Tal progresses in two-measure sections and the singers use 
the possibilities of the neural primary and secondary options (NPO+NSO). Hence, 
the string of neurotriads is G-+CG DG. This becomes possible because the anchors 
are g l and d l , and the hexatonal roots are g-I and d-I. In tonal terminology the melody 
progresses in G major. However, if we try to understand how this G major construc
tion emerges, and how the grammar of this tune differs from those used in Nigeria or 
Australia, it is not useful to interpret this melody as tonal. It is hexatonal: When the 
active neuron is g, tone a is never sung, and when the d neuron functions as the anchor, 
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g-I: £I-I: 
g----------------------------------------------------------------------d------------------------------------------------------------g--

G~ 

~ 
g-I: £I-I: 

g------------ ----------------------------------------------------------d------------------------------------------------g--------------

G 
~ 

D G 

Figure 10. The love song Dd druntn im Tdl from North-eastern Austria (Niederoster
reich) according to Deutsch 1993,239, no. 90. The performance was transcribed in 
1919. 
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tone e is never sung. The singers of the upper part do not fail in choosing the right tone 

corresponding to the active neurons in the moment of singing. In the transcription this 
is seen in such a way that the tones sung accord with the physical triads G, G, and D. 
There is one exception. 

When the lower voice sings flf.1, the upper voice sings c2, which makes up the tritone 
and the tonal D7. The singers deliberately chose c2 and this characterises the Central 

European Germanic style. We scarcely encounter it in any other archaic polyphonic 

tradition beyond Europe. It is easy to sing tone c2 simultaneously withj#l because both 
tones activate the a and d neurons. This is specifically easy if a musical instrument 
supports the singers by playing D major or D7 in this context. 

If the grammar is presented with the help of hexatonal roots, the structure of Fig. 

lOis g-Is ~d-II which is grammatically identical with the Swiss song in Fig. 9. One 
detail is that the change of root does not coincide with the change of anchor: The 

transposition does not occur until the next sung tone. That is why the final tone gl is 
still the 1 stdegree of root d-I. 

The following example, Graf Friedrich, is a German ballad already known in the 
late lyh century and transcribed in the late 19th century (Fig. 11). Because of the an

chors g and c it is related to Fig. 8 but obviously the anchors alternate in the opposite 
direction, that is, descending (gl~Cl) which transition is also typical, say, of the Aranda 

grammar in Central Australiall. Moreover, in this song there is the third anchor on 
f Thus, the string of neurons which are stimulated one after the other, are gl, f, and 

c1• The modes are: 

g-I: g-b-c-d-e 
c-*I: c-e-f-g-a-bb-c 
f-II: f - a-b-c-d-eb-f 

From the tonal point of view the melody proceeds in C major. From the universal, 
that is, the hexatonal point of view, there occur certain grammatical transitions, and the 
grammar can be reduced to the string of modulations and transpositions: g-Is ..... f-II ..... c
I ..... g-II. Thus, as the grammatical essence is the use of the secondary options, root I, 

and the anchors g and c added with thefanchor and the rootf-II (f-a-b-c-d-e-j). 

II Leisio 2007. 
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g _1 r 1--["[ - - - - - - -, c-l : 

g------------------f-----------------------c----------------------------------------

Graf Fri ed - ri ch wollt aus 
~ 

reI - - ten 

G c G F G F c F C 

g-I: f -II: g-I 
-c---g------------------------------f------------------g---------------------------------------------------------------------------------. ~ 

zu ho - len ne li e - be Braut, di e ihm zur Eh' ward an - ge - !raul. 

C G C G F G C G C C G C 

Figure 11. The ballad Gra/ Friedrich according to Erk and Bohme 1, page 380, no.-
07-b, transcribed in the early 19th century in Silesia (Schlesien), which is now in 
south-western Poland. 

From the tonal point of view Graf'Earl ' Friedrich is based on the harmonic ftmc
tions I-IV-V (C-F-G). However, this does not explain what happens when the neurot
riad F is active. From the hex atonal point of view there is no F major element in this 
melody. Instead, there is the transient embryo f-*II, which evolved into the hexatonal 
root f-II (which is universally known but has no correspondence in tonal theory) . 
Acoustically root II is complex. This melody shows why tone/can be experienced as 
the anchor tone. It seems that the melodic move a l -b l -c2-a l (wollt aus-) on the upper 
line activates the neurons in such a way that they accept, as the result of the neural 
secondary options, the physical triads F-G-F for the accompaniment. Therefore, on 
the microlevel, there occurs the neurotriadic movement F-G-F. However, the human 
mind seems to react to this micro-movement by regarding the/neuron as the gover
ning anchor. The/neuron was obviously activated during the previous tone g (-rich) 
because its 7 1h harmonic/stimulated the neurons Bb-Db-F (= Bb minor). This might 
explain the ascending leap gl- ! on the lower line (ne /ie-): The singer had no problem 
in yielding tone! because the/nerve was already activated by the preceding g l (ne). 
The neural sequence is thus G-+IICG-+FG-+Fql-+GC-+GF-+G~C. 

Figure 12 is a comic dance song written down by P. Fabricius to his notebook from 
ca. 1603. The poem was still remembered as children's lore in the 19th century (and 
probably later) , and the melody was also sung by the 191h century Flemings. The tying 
neurons are g l and c2, but obviously, for a brief moment on the lower line,!: the fun
damental/may also tie the following g as its 7 th physical harmonic and thus activate 
the / neuron as a neural primary option. Otherwise the melody is based mainly on 
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the neural secondary options. There are some details to be explained in this song. It 
seems possible that in the 3rd measure tone g. (Brunn) is encoded with the neural C, 
which may result from the influence of the active anchor on c. For the same reason, in 

the last measure of the upper line, tone g. (plum-) is first encoded with the neurotriad 

C and only later with G (-pen). This seems to explain the selection of the following 

sung tone J2 (Hatt'). 

The roots areg-I and c-I (c-e-/-g). On the lower line there is also the embryof*II, 
which is briefly present as tone a' (= the 4th degree ofthis root: f-a-b-c-d). Thus, the 

grammatical structure of the melody is constructed of much the same elements as Fig. 
11 but is different. One reason for the difference is the final tone g', the degree 5 of 
g-I. This is obviously due to the continuously on-going character of this dance song: 
It goes on and on and this trait is seen in the transcription. The grammatical structure 

is g-Is Bc-I -+/-*11 -+g-P. 

g-I : c-l: g-J c-J g-l 
g-------------------------c-----------------------------------g--------------------------------c--------------------------g--;--------

ist 
C 

ein 
G 

Baur in 
C F 

Brunn ge - falin , rich 
C F C G 

hab ihn ho - ren plum 
C G C F C 

pen. Hatt' 
G 

g-I: c-J ({-*IT: )g-I: 
g------------------------------------------------------------------------c---------(f- - - - )g----------------------------------------------. 

beim Haarn er - wischt, so war der Schelm er 
C G C F G C 

trun - ken .] 
G 

Figure 12. A 16th century Germanic dance song according to Erk and Bohme IlL 
page 514, no. 1718. 

The neurotriads seem mainly be neural primary and secondary options which make 
up the sequence NPO+NSO. The neural sequence can be given as GC-+F-+CG being 
simple and symmetric in its specific way. It is clear that, because of its belonging to the 

late 16th century style period, the melody is not tonal in grammar even if it comprises 
the three main harmonic functions I-V-Iv. In spite of this, the tune is typically hexato
nal: When the anchor g is active, tone a is never sung, and when the anchor c is active, 
tone d is never sung. 

Erk and B6hme published the South-Germanic May Song of Fig. 13 with the title 
'A 14th Century May Song'. The melody was published in 1555 but the dating to the 
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14th century is obviously based on its poem known far before the melody in historical 

sources. However, there is 

g-I: d-*VI: g-I: d-*VI: g-I: 
g--------------------------d-------------------g--------------------------d-------------g-----------------------------

Ich weiss mir et - nen Mai 

g-I: 

, 

en in die - ser heil - gen Zeit: 

C G C G Om G 

Den 

G 

g----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------_. , 

ich mei das ist der sii - sse Gott, Der 
G 

g-I: c-*I: g-I: c-*l: g-l: 
g ----( f- - - - -)c--g --------------c-----------------------------g -----------------------------------------------------------. 

hier auf die - ser 

F C G 

Er 

C 

, 

den leibt viel man - ni - gen Spott. 

F C G C G C 

Figure 13. "14th Century May Song "from southern Germany according to Erkand 
Bohme III, page 728-729, no. 2025. The melody was firs t published in 1555. 

reason to assume that the grammatical basis of the melody is also medieval. The main 
feature of this tune is the opposition of the anchors g-d-g and g-c-g. When d is the 
anchor, the embryo is d-*VI, and when c is the anchor, the embryo is c-*I. The main 
root is g-I, and the other alternating embryos are: 
c-*I: c-e-f-g-a-bb-c 
d-*VI: d-f-g-a-b-c-d. 

A trait parallel to that in Fig. 10 is that a mode seems not to be activated if the new 
anchor becomes active in an unstressed metrical position. This phenomenon seems 

universal but it needs to be confirmed. At the moment it seems that a transposition 
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and a modulation may most easily occur in a stressed position. Of course a singer may 
change this rule. The grammatical structure is g-I3 Bd-*VI -+g-I Bc-*I -+g-P. 

A new element in this May song in Fig. 13 is the embryo d-*VI which, as it were, 
comprises structurally the physical harmonics 6-7-8-9-10-12 (d- fg-a-b-c-d) of g. 
The difference between roots I and VI lies in their 6th degrees: In d-I it is j# and in 
d-VI it is! In this melody the sung tone a l is the second degree of dl-*VI, and there is 
scarcely any doubt that its neural representation is its subharmonic primary response 
Dm, the first of the kind met with in the Germanic melodies so far. Otherwise this 
tune is based on the neural primary and secondary options C, G, and F. When seen in 
the neural light, the grammatical string differs from those given above because of the 
opening and closing neurotriad on C and the subharmonic D minor: CDm-+IIGBC 
-+GDmGIIG-+CBG-+GFCG-+CF-+CGC. 

The anchor tone relation g- d at the beginning of Germanic songs appears in various 
ways. Das Rautenstriiuchelein (or Traum eines Ehemannes; Fig. 14A) represents an 
early 16th century Central European popular style having g, d, and a as the anchors. The 
more or less scornful story is about the relation between a man and a wife no longer 
having a good marriage. The view is from the husband's side, which makes the song 
a mockery on the wife. Roots d-I and a-I are: 
dl-I: d-j#-g-a-b-c-d 
a-I: a-c#-d-e-j#-g-a 

g-!: dol: 
g--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------d~------------------

je - nem 
C G 

Ber - ge, gar hoch auf je - nem Ber ge. 
C G DCGD G 

dol: a-I : dol: dol: 

Do 

d-------------------------------------------------------a------------------------------------------d---------a--------d-------- d-----------
1 2 

~ 
aus der Er den . Do - den . 

A7 D AD G 

Figure I4A . This German popular song was published in 1540 according to Erk 
and Bohme 11, pages 699-700, no. 9I2a. Root I is transposed/rom gi down to dI, 
a, and d. 

The grammatical structure of Fig. 14A is g-Is -+d-I -+a-I -+d-I'. When we study the 
possible neural correspondences of the sung tones, it is clear that the physical harmoni-
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cs and the secondary options have a prominent role. Moreover, it is quite obvious that 
this song was composed while playing a musical instrument, possibly a zither. Notice 
that the opening root is g-I but the closing root is d-I. In other words, the opening and 
the closing tone g represents separate degrees (5 and 1) of separate roots, and to restart 
the melody the singer has to transpose d-I to g-I. The sensation of the chordA 7 is strong 
in measures 5 and 6 of the lower line (Er-den). The sensation does not emerge from the 
melody alone but because of the instrumental accompaniment. As can be seen, there 
occurs a quick alternation d-a-d of the anchors. It is too fleeting for humans to follow 
and we tend to simplify the process. The most satisfactory solution is to accept tone 
a as the anchor of a-I throughout measures 3-5. It is not until by the final tone (Do 
and - den) that the root is transposed to d (d-I). Moreover, if the song is accompanied 
with a harmonic musical instrument, there sounds the physical 7 th harmonic (g) of 
tone a. On the neural level the active nerves form the neurotriad A 7 (a-c#-e-g-a) and 
the musician quite naturally plucks the chord A 7. Because of the anchors the string of 
the neurotriads is complex: G-+C6G-+IIDCGD-+GCGII-+A6D-+ G. All triads are 
based on the harmonic options. 

4 5 6 7 
a c# e g 

~ G~ ~ c~ 
A+C#+E+G = A7 

Figure 14B. 

Reflections on Root I and the Alphorn Fa Mode 

There are various kinds of anchor combinations, such as g-d-c-g, not given here 12 but 
they all represent the very same Central European Germanic style based on the neural 
options so that the sung tones correspond mainly to the combinations of the physical 
harmonics for instance as triadic progressions. That is why an outsider can easily 
identify a Germanic (folk) melody as Germanic. There are naturally many kinds of 
melody based on grammatical idioms adopted from the neighbouring non-Germanic 
peoples. Some melodies resemble the medieval French song grammar familiar to 
the troubadour style. There are also melodies close to Gregorian chant, and naturally 
there are melodies based on roots IV and III. In this paper the focus is on the use of 
root I because of which these other kinds of grammar (which are naturally regarded 
as Germanic by local singers themselves) are not analysed here. 

12 See, e.g. , Erk and Biihme Ill, no. 2123. 
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We must ask where this preference to harmonic-like sequences of neural repre
sentation comes from. It is well known that the northern descendants of the Proto 
Germanic culture in Scandinavia prefer roots IV and III (the hexatonal roots of natural 
and harmonic minor modes). For instance, the melodies found in the old Icelandic 
collections of folk songl3 are mainly based on root IV Root I is naturally known 
among all the Germanic peoples but it is specifically prominent in Central Europe. 
The fact that in an old collection of 54 English children's game songs 14 (once sung by 
adults) 52 were based on root I and one single tune was based on root IV This seems 
to suggest that root I was already prominent in the song grammar of the Angles and 
the Saxons during the time they migrated to the British Isles more than 15 centuries 
ago. There may be one central reason for the preference to root I, namely the effect 
of certain musical instruments. For instance, the Alphorn produces very loud tones 
with a wide spectrum, and this fact has specifically affected the Central European 
mountain peoples for thousands of years. Horns (and trumpets) are more typical of the 
European instrumentary than on any other continent. Moreover, the Europeans have 
developed various musical instruments producing sounds with high energy, such as 
the brass and other wind instruments (racket, chalumeau, oboe, clarinet), the organ, 
piano and mechanical instruments. All these had profound effects on how people heard 
musical tones, and how they recreate their experiences by singing. Physical, neural 
and cultural intertwine. 

A natural horn may easily produce the natural tones 3-4-5-6-7-8 (C: g-c-e-g-b 

flat-c) neurally represented as the primary options (Fig. 4A). The harmonic progressi
on 4-5-6 is prominent in horns, and people recreate it with the triadic progressions in 
their songs. When a singer alternates the natural tones 4-5-6 of g and of c, this results 
in g-b-d + c-e-g, that is, mode g-I: g-b-c-d-e-g. This is not how root I emerged, 
but may serve as an explanation for the fact that root I is highly appreciated among 
the Central European Germanic singers. Formerly the horn and later on many other 
loudly sounding musical instruments have reinforced the inclination for root I, as 
well as the preference for triadic movements in melody and the continuous use of the 
major seventh. And once learnt, there is no need for musical instruments to keep the 
style alive. 

13 Berggreen, 1869. Porsteinsson 1929: 
14 Gomme 1898. 
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g-I £I-VI g-I £I-VI : g-I 
C: 6 8 9 10 II 12 

+~ 

g--------------------d----------------------------g-------------------------------------------------------d----------g---------------
G C GC G b G G D+ G C GC G C GC G D+ G C 

Figure 15. An Alphorn melody from Muo ta tal, Central Switzerland, according to 
Sichardt 1939, no. 106. The small digits refer to the natural tones of C. On the lower 
stave are the subconscious neurotriads and the anchors, that is, the neurons g and d 
activated in the listener. The grammar is then g-I5 6d- VI-+g-Il. 

A specific example of the influence of the horn on melodic idioms is the use of the 
mode called the Alphorn Fa Modus (i.e. a melody with the 11 th harmonic as degree 
fa: When the fundamental of the horn is C, the 11 th harmonic is the slightly sharpened 
f). Song melodies based on this "mode" can be found not only in Switzerland but also 
elsewhere around the Alps. In the short Alphorn melody in Fig. 15 the main anchor is 
g. Degree fa is given with the sharpening symbol + above tone f 

According to the former interpretation the Alpine singers transformed this f+ to 
j# in their songs based on the 'Fa mode' (Fig. 16). Typical of it is the tritone c-j#, and 
researchers like Werner Danckert and Wolfgang Sichardt15 were of the opinion that 
this mode is Pre-Christian in origin. The present author agrees. Here we encounter a 
highly interesting detail. Fig. 15 closely resembles to songs found in the Celtic song of 
the British Isles. The reason is that the Celts favour root VI. If the active anchor is d, the 
6th degree of d-VI is f In other words, it seems that the early Celts were influenced by 
the horn but they treated its degree fa differently from the later Germans and articulated 
it as f Thus, it is root VI (Fig. 6) that still characterises Celtic song. (The remnants 
of this trait are still found in former Celtic regions in the Iberian Peninsula.) The late 
Proto-Germans made another solution and treated this same degree asj# (which is the 
6th degree of d-I). As a result, it is root I that strongly characterises Germanic song. 
A Swiss herding song in Fig 16B exemplifies a melody based on the 'Fa Modus'. It 
starts as in Fig. 16A with tonej#2 as degree fa: 

15 Sichardt 1939, 30-40 et passim. 
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g-Vl I-I c-I: g-VI: I-I: c-I: 
c--- g-----(bb-)f----------c---------------------------------g-------(bb - )f--------------------c------------------------------------

t:'I 

ass iis - ra Kii - ha, Sie trin-ket us-sern Bach und rnb-get tru - - hal 
C F C F C Grn C Bb F C F C F 

Figure 16A. 

Because the tune is now not in the G horizon it must be rewritten with tone bl as 
fa (see Fig. 16B). 

g-l:c-l: g-l: c-I: g-l: 
g---c-------------------------g---------------------------------c---------------------------g--------------------------7:\-----------

Figure 16B. A late 18th century cow call (Kuhreigen) from Appenzell, Switzerland, 
according to Sichardt 1939, no. 841VII (pages 68-69). Degreefa of this Alphorn Fa 
mode onfis bl natural. The melody is written in the G horizon. 

Ifwe study the Alphorn Fa mode onfin Fig. 16B it can be written asf-g-a-b-c-d
e-f. However the yodlers scarcely have this kind of a theoretical construction in their 
minds when singing. Instead, they alternate root I upon three anchors, gl, cl and g: 
gl-*I: g- b 
cl-*I: c-e-f-g-a-bb-c 
g-*I: g- b-c-d-e 

From the neural point of view the anchors gl and g are the same (because the period 
remains the same) but from the point of music analysis the anchor on g descends one 
octave. What may be heard in the melody is the opening progression bl-a l because 
of the shift from neural G to neural F. However, there is the d neuron that ties them 
together because the sung b activates the d neuron, as does the sung a (a/Dm represents 
the subharmonic primary option). Thus, the modal pattern of Fig. 16B is g-*16 -+c
*1 -+g-*P while the neural one is G-+ FCFC-+GCGC. 

Sichardt (1939) has identified melodies in Fa Modus from various parts of the world 
but if they are studied it can be seen that this modus (which actually is no modus but 
a theoretical construction based on homonyms) may come out in various ways. The 
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Italian Ji' meta 'I am cutting [grain]' was identified as a song based on Fa Modus: 
g-a-b-c#-d now with cW asfa. As seen in Fig. 17 this ritual harvest song is composed 
of two embryos, g-*I (g-b-c-d) and e-*VI (e-g-a-b-c#-d), which means that the 

principle of formation differs a lot from the previous one. 

g-*I: e-*VI: ,.~----- --.) g-*l: 
1'\ g ----------------------------------------------- J------------------g ----------------------------, 

U Ita -
Ii' me - ta me - e- la fag-gij - ja me te, 

1'\ G Em G AEm A C G 

t.- I I I ~ 
[ . I1.f I 

Figure 17. The first verse of a Central Italian harvest song Ji' meta according to 
Danckert 1939, 302. It is obvious that the listeners experience the melody as the 
alternation of embryos g-*I and e-*VI when the melody is in the G horizon. Tone c# 
(fa) is thus the 3rd degree of e- * VI. 

The melody is interesting in many ways. Even if in the G horizon, degree fa is 
C#2 , not b l natural as in the previous melody. Moreover, Fig. 17 comprises embryos I 
and VI. The melody reveals its Janus faced character in the fact that it can be equally 
correctly written as here, or a major 3rd lower. In either case the melody is in the G 
horizon. The reason is that the g nerve and the b nerve are simultaneously active and 
the auditory centre has difficulties deciding which one is the actual anchor. There are 
melodies which cannot be written out as in Fig. 17 but which can be transcribed in 
the G horizon a major third lower. When the melody is studied it can be seen that the 
main part of the tune constitutes the descending degrees 2-1-6-5 of root g-II: d2-cW
bl- g l. At the end of the third measure (-gij-ja) there occurs a brief modulation down 
to e-* VI. The beginning of the measure belongs to root g-II, and the activation of e 
nerve gives a motivation to modulate to e-*VI. In this melody root g-II is composed of 
the embryos g-*I and e-*VI, while the Fa Modus is a product of the alternation of root 
g-II and embryo e-VI: g-II2 -+e-*VI -+ g-IP. This grammatical pattern differs radically 
from those found in the Germanic world. This means that the Fa Modus should be 
re-interpreted and even if melodies like the Italian Ji 'meta appear similar to some me
lodies in Switzerland, they may be grammatically quite dissimilar. The neural pattern 
is also different from the Germanic one in Fig. 16: GEmG-+AEm-+AC-+G. 
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First Conclusion: Germanic Song Grammar 

There are some common features in the tunes analysed above. First, the main mode is 

root I, which is usually transposed to one or two other pitches. In relation to the opening 
anchor on g the other anchors are mainly on d or c. The second feature is that the num
ber of modulations is small. As the third feature is the use of degree 5 as the opening 

degree. Fourthly, for centuries the Germanic singers have favoured the "harmonic 

path" (and not the "subharmonic path"). In other words, the melodies are constructed 

in such ways that the neural representation of the sung physical tone is either related 

to its physical harmonics 4-5-6-7 (= neural primary options) or to its neural secondary 
options. There are two stylistic consequences: the triadic movements and the major 7th 
progressions in melody and harmony. Moreover, the influence of musical instruments 
is seemingly obvious in the melody formation. When the Alphorn gives the 7th harmo

nic (fin relation to fundamental G) it activates the bb neuron, which makes it possible 
for singers to perform bb in polyphonic songs in which other singers articulate c, e 

or g. The result is C7 (Fig. 14B). Ifthis is regarded as the 2nd neural primary option, 

the reduced pattern of the neural representation characterising the Central European 
Germanic grammar is NO I-2+N03-4. NO refers to the neural options in general and 

the digits 1-2 refer to the neural primary options and the digits 3-4 to their secondary 

options (Fig. 4A and 4B). When the grammar is studied with the help of the anchors 
and roots (or their embryos), the patterns found in the window below characterise the 
Germanic song in Central Europe. The fact is that there are only three roots (I, II, and 
VI) in this list and that roots II and VI are quite secondary in importance. The second 
notion is that the only subharmonic neurotriad in the Germanic melodies calibrated to 
the G horizon among these melodies is Dm. Other representations of the sung tones 

are in major form, that is, neural options (NO). 

9: g-I, ..... d-JI 
10: g-I, "'d-P 
14: g-l, ..... d-l ..... a-l ..... d-l' 
(15: g-I, "'d-VI ..... g-I' 
8: g-I, ... c-I ..... g-I' 
16B: g-*I ...... c-*I ..... g-*I' 
12: g-I, ... c-I ..... f-*11 ..... g-I' 
11 : g-I, ..... f-II ..... c-I ..... g-I' 

13: g-l, ... d-*Vl ..... g-l ... c-*l ..... g-I' 

GC ..... G ..... DG 
G ..... IICG ... DG 
G ..... C ... G ..... I IDCGD ..... GCGII ..... A ... D ..... G 
G ... C ..... IID ... GII ..... IIC ... GII ..... C) 
GC ..... FC ..... GC 
G ..... FC ..... GC 
GC ..... F ..... CG 
G ..... IICG ..... FG ..... FClI ..... GC ..... GF ..... G ... C 

CDm ..... I IG ... C ..... GDmG I IG ..... C ... G ..... GFCG ..... CF-+CGC 

Wolfgang Sichardt (1939), a student of Werner Danckert, both diffusionistic rep
resentatives of comparative musicology, concluded in his study on the Alpine Jodler 
that the yodel emerged among the population once living by the Alps during the late 
Stone Age and the Bronze Age. It was the tradition of the cattle breeders who used the 

animal horn and its wooden derivatives as their signalling instruments. Their tradition 
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was later adopted by the Celts during the 1 st millennium BC, and later by the Ger
manic peoples who migrated to Central Europe from the southern Baltic Sea regions 
after the beginning of the 1 st millennium AD. It is obvious that the song grammar of 
the Pre-Germanic autochthonous peoples has not only continued to our time as the 
figurative yodel. It is obvious that their grammar also influenced Germanic song style 
in general. 

The present author has no problem to accept the view of the former researchers that 
many features of the Germanic song originated in Pre-Germanic Central Europe. It 
also seems that the Alpine Celts, the Bronze and Iron Age fusion of the Indo-European 
and the autochthonous peoples, used root VI as one of their ethnic symbols during 
the 1 st millennium BC in northern France, southern Germany, Austria, Bavaria and 
Switzerlandl6. It was the western Celts who imported this feature to the British Isles 
in the same millennium. It seems to be the grammar and the prominence of root VI 
which makes the horn melody in Fig. 15 sound like a regular 20th century Scottish 
song. This root was not favoured by the Germans, who preferred root I as their modal 
symbol. Their song style was also known among their neighbours in Romania, Western 
Poland, the Czech Republic (Bohemia), northern Italy south of the Alps, and in French 
speaking West Switzerland.l 7 

There are naturally songs in minor form. It is symptomatic, however, that it is 
laborious to find them in the large collection by Erk and B6hme. One of the few is 
Morgengruss in Fig. 18. This tune is mainly based on root IV but it has two effective 
modulations to I and to III. The melody is from 1574 and, because it is present in many 
copies in Germany and Holland, it must have been popular during the 16th century. 
Its mode is sometimes defined as Aeolian but the transition hypothesis gives another 
interpretation 

16 The author has archaeological cultures like the Hallstatt and La Tene cultures in mind whose representatives 
also migrated to the British Isles. See Delaney 1989. 

17 Toncrova 1999; Macchiarella 1999; Sichardt 1939. A new view on the yodel is Plantenga 2004. 
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g-IV: d-IV: f-I: 
g---------------------------------------------------------------------------d----------------------------------f-----------------· 

friih auf - steh, Du mei - nem lie - ben Buh-Ien ich geh, So 

Eb Gm Cm Gm Cm GmDmGm CmGmDmGm F 

f-I d-llI 
f------------------------------------------------------d----------------------------------------------------------------------------

Herz -- li eb und wiinscht mir ein gut-en Mor - - gen. 
F Bb F BbDm Gm DGmCm GmD Gm D Gm 

Figure 18. A Germanic ballad from the Strasbourg region according to Erk and Bohme 
II, page 289, no. 466-b. The manuscript isfrom 1574. 

The descending anchor tones are gl , dl, j, dl. The hex atonal roots are: 
g-IV: g-bb-c-d-eb, 
d-IV: d-f-g-a-bb-c-d, 
d-III: d-jtf.-g-a-bb-c, 
J-I: f-a-bb-c-d. 

The root sequence is thus g-IVs -td-IV -tf-I -td-IIII, i.e. the anchor of the open
ing root wi II become the l' degree of the closing root. The neural activity is comp
lex. On the upper line the sung tones are encoded with subharmonic neurotriads 
Cm-tGm-tEb-tGm-tDm-tGm. Only Eb is harmonic, that is, in major form be
cause it comprises the neurons activated by the physical harmonics 4-5-6 (eb-g bb) of 
the sung eb2. A specific solution occurs at the end of the upper line (ich geh) , when 
the second verse ends neither on c nor on g but onf, which is both the 6th degree of 
d-IV and the 5th degree (the anchor) ofrootJ-I. At the same moment there starts the 
harmonic neural section F6Bb-tDm. The neurotriad Bb is a possible interpretation 
because the harmonics of the sung tones bb l and d2 activate the subharmonic neurons 
bb-d-f(see Fig. 4B). The sung tone a l (wunscht mir) can be neurally encoded either 
by harmonic F or by sub harmonic Dm (which option is chosen here). It starts the final 
sub harmonic section, in which the sung tones a l andfiP are neurally encoded by the 
harmonic D. The sequence is Gm-tD-tGm added once with Cm. As a result rootd-III 
(the root of the harmonic G minor mode) emerges. The grammar is internally logical 
and fully follows the hexatonal principles. However, the anchor selection g-c-d-g is 
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not conventionally tonal. The tune is enjoyable and fully European, but to the listener 

it sounds more or less uncommon or archaic (medieval?). 

On Slavonic Song Grammar 

The modem Slavonic peoples are divided into three culture areas. The Russians, Uk
rainians and Belarus are counted as the eastern Slavs; the Sorbs, Polish, Czechs, and 
Slovaks are regarded as the western Slavs, while the Bulgarians, Serbs, Slovenians, 
Croatians, Bosnians, and Macedonians are counted as the southern Slavs. The Proto
Slavic culture was comparatively homogeneous till the 4th century AD, after which the 
occurrences during the Great Migrations and the invasion of the Huns set the Slavic 
tribes in motion. Modem western Ukrainians still inhabit the regions the ancestors of 
the Proto-Slavs had occupied more than 5,000 years ago. 

From the European perspective it is clear that both cheerful and sorrowful tunes 
are sung in all Slavonic culture area. In spite of this, the minor modalities are more 
natural as the medium of the expressive communication among the Slavs than among 
the Central European Germans. The discrepancy is distinctive. For instance, it is next 
to impossible to find a Slavonic melody in root I for death rituals. The case is opposite 
in the Germanic world. Among the religious songs connected to death and preserved 
between the years 1524 and 1894 in the anthology ofErk and B6hme (items 2147-2175 
with variants), only seven (less than 20 %) proceed in minor, that is, had roots IV and 
III as their main mode. More than 80% had root I as the main mode. Before analysing 
some few Slavonic melodies, there is a need to go back to Fig. 4B to understand how 
certain sung tones frequently met with in the G horizon may activate which neurons 
according to the subharmonic principle defined by Gerald Langner. 

The song of Fig. 19 is from northern central SLOVAKIA. When transposed to the G 
horizon the melody is opened with tone g., the upper octave of the anchor of g-IV The 
anchors are gl and bbl. This death lament progresses quite high in the G horizon. For

merly the author assumed that the high register suggests a recent style feature. At the 
present state of the theory this assumption needs re-evaluation. However, the present 
lament seems archaic in grammar because the modal elements are not roots but their 
embryos with only three and four degrees. The embryos are: 
g-*IV: g- bb-c-d-eb-g 
bb-*III: bb- d-eb-f-gb-ab-bb 

The articulation of the opening tone g of Fig. 19 stimulates the Cm neurons. This 
may explain why the singer started to follow the descending path Cm-Eb-Gm-Cm. 
It seems that when the singer articulated tone eb it always became encoded with the 
neurotriad Eb, which leads to Gm. There occurs a modulation fromg-IV to bb-*III in 
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the )'d measure, in which the melodic movement is dramatic, even if it proceeds on the 
regular degrees 1-6-1-3 (eb-d-eb-gb) of the embryo bb-* III. Neurally the progression 
eb-gb (bra-ni-[ckiJ 'my brother') is obviously encoded with the neurotriads Eb-+Eb 
minor, a combination with a strong emotional effect on a listener. 

g-*IV bb-*IIT: g-*IV 
TN: g --------------------------------------------------------------b b -------------------g -------------. ----------------------------

u ~ 

3 3 3 

Tu-to le-zhi 0 - tee, tu-to mi le-zhi mat, 

em Eb Gm em EbGm em 

3 3 3 

po-vi - se bra-ni-ehki le-zhia mi sestri-ehki . 

Eb Gm Eb EbmGm em Eb Gm em 

Figure 19. A Slovakian lament according to Selcowi 1985, 153, no. 6: 'Here rests my 
father, here rests my mother '. There are two tying neurons (TN: g and bb) representing 
the stimulated neurons and two alternating modal structures, g-*IV and bb-*III. 

Another dramatic solution in Fig. 19 is the return from the bb anchor to the g anchor 
because the return needs the neural reaction Ebm-+Gm, in which the neighbouring 
neurons g flat and g are successively activated. The proto-hexatonal structure of the 
double verse is: g-*IV5-+bb-*III-+g-*IVI. No syntax like this was found in the Ger
manic grammar. One grammatical difference is that the opening tone of the Germanic 
songs is marked with the lower index (Is)' while this lament is opened with its upper 
octave (IV5). - In tonal music this hexatonal progression g-*Ivs-+bb-*III-+g-*IV I 

corresponds to the alternation of natural C minor and harmonic Eb minor. 
From the neural point of view the grammatical idea is to follow the subhar

monic path Cm-+ Eb-+ Gm-+ Cm. However, in the 3 rd measure there occurs 
a change: Eb-+ Ebm -+ Gm. Hence, the grammar can be reduced to the formula 
CmEb-+GmCm -+ IIEb-+ Ebm -+Gmll-+GmCm. 

The Slovaks live in the Carpathian Mountains. They were neither influenced by the 
Celts nor the Germans to the measure that the Czechs were in Bohemia. This suggests 
that their culture may have elements close to those in the Proto-Slavic culture ca. 18-15 
centuries ago. Death rituals were important to the Slavs and lamenting has preserved 
to our time, which is not the case in any Germanic society. From this point of view, it 
seems that the grammatical detail Eb-+ Ebm may represent an old Slavonic trait since 
it is also met with in the context of an important spring ritual among the Eastern Slavic 
Russians (Fig 20A). 
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c------------------------------------------------------
g-----------------------ab--g--------------------ab-g-----------------

Oi , v Ie se, v Ie se, 

C Ab C Ab C 

-~ c------------------- c-------------------------------------------------- c---------------------------------
g------------ab---g---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ab---g---------------

..--......~ .....-..~ 

rez 

. . 

ki v - mes 
Cm 

te, o yu, zh, 

Figure 20A. The beginning of a young maiden s 'May call from the Smolensk Region, 
western Russia, according to Puskina 1983, 61-62, no. 3. 

In the Smolensk Region in western RUSSIA, close to the Belarus border, old spring 
rituals were still remembered in the early 20th century. One of the traditional gukanye 
melodies, performed by hallooing loudly every May, is in Fig. 20A. The tune remains 
open because of which the modal identification is uncertain. The reason is the lack 

of degree 4 of the root: it may be either b or bb. The first sung tone (cP) seems to 
activate both the subharmonic neurotriad Gm and the neural option G. Which one of 
them dominated the minds of the local people cannot be determined. However, the 
analytical solution is here Gm. The second sung tone moves down to g' as if directed 
by the neural G(m). However, because the singing is loud, it is possible that this g' is 
encoded with the harmonic neurotriad G. The harmonics of g' activate the c neuron and 
the singer performs c2• Obviously this tone is encoded with the harmonic neurotriad 
C. If so, it is possible to define the opening mode as g-I. The g nerve is in a state of 
stimulation throughout the song--except for the brief moments the singer articulated 
tone eb2• After the three opening tones, there are two melodic motives which raise 
strong emotional excitement in a listener. The question is, where does this excitement 
come from? The first figure is: 

v Ie se, v Ie se, 
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Basically, this is an interplay between tones c, e and eb. The auditory centre seems 
to relate all tones to the anchor on g, which means that there are two alternating em
bryos which cannot be defined. Either they are g- *1 (with the sung e2 and the neural bl ) 

andg-*IIl (with the sung eb2 and the neural bl), or they are g-*VI (with the sung e2 and 

the neural bb l ) and g-*IV (with the sung eb2 and the neural bb l ) 18. So far, there are no 

tools to define the modalities in ways the local singers (listeners) experienced them. 

However, if we try to understand the neural processes, it seems that the sung tone 

eb2 is encoded in the auditory centre with the optional neurotriad Ab - not with the 

subharmonic Cm, which is also a theoretical possibility. As seen in Fig. 20A, the mo
ments during which the neurotriad Ab is active are very brief. Thus, when tone eb2 is 
sung its neural response in this context is Ab. It activates the c neuron, which coacti
vates the g neuron. Thus, the sensation of the continuous anchor on g is because of the 
g nerve is coactivated by the sung eb2, which actually is encoded with the neurotriad 

Ab (= nerves ab-c-eb). The other central motive is: 

dve be rez 

Here the opening phrase c-eb-e is cont

rasted with d-c-d, which have no effect on the 

g anchor but on the neurotriads. The syllable 

-rez- (from berezki 'birch-trees') is prono
unced [r-yooz] and is acoustically complex. 
Therefore it may be that tones d-c-d are en

coded with neurotriads Gm-C-Gm respectively. This directs automatically to an ana
lytical solution that the following eb is encoded with Eb (not Ab) and the closing c is 
encoded with Cm. Why then is this melody closely associated, as a hearing experience, 

with the Slovakian lament above? The reason may be the adjacent nerves e and eb 
whose state of stimulation alternates as fast as in Eb-+ Ebm in Fig. 19: 

c Eb c 

II 

Cm, Ab, and C are tied together by the 
c nerve while C, Eb and C are tied by the 
g nerve. At the same time, the alternating 
neurons g-ab-g in relation to c, as well 
as the alternation of neurons e-eb-e in 

c-------------g--------------------- relation to g, create quite a tense melodic 
swing. In this context the obvious mo-

dulation to the embryo g-*IV creates a 
peaceful moment of rest on the sung tone c2 (mes- ; see the arrow in Fig. 20B). The 
presence of g-*IV can only be justified by the present author with a possible effect of 

18 The modes mentioned ascend as follows: 

g-I: g~b-c-d-e~g 

g- lll: g~b-c-d-eb~g 

g-VI: g~bb-c-d-e~g 

g-IV: g~bb-c-d-eb-g 
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the neurotriad Eb on the emotions experienced while listening to the melody. There
fore it can be assumed that the modulating embryos are g-*1, c-*IY, and g-*IY, whose 
structures are: 
g-*I: 
g-*IV: 
c-*IV: 

g-b-c-d-e 
g- b-c-d-eb 
c-eb-fg-ab 

From the modal point of view the grammatical sequence is g-*I2 f?c-*IV-+g
*I-+llg-*IV-+g-*P in such a way that c-*IV has but a transient (i.e., a very brief) 
duration in time but a considerable emotional effect. The alternation of these three 
embryos is seen in Fig. 20B. 

The central neurotriadic sequence of Fig. 20-A is G-+ C-+ Abf? C. It seems 
that in the second measure of the lower line there occurs a transition to the sub
harmonic path Gm-+C-+Gm-+Eb-+ Cm (-rezki v meste) after which the ini
tial pattern returns. Thus, the neural pattern of this melody can be written 
GC-+Abf?C-+IIGmC-+Gm-+EbCm-+IIAbC. If we want to reduce this long string, 
the sequence is GC-+Abf?C-+GmEbCm-+AbC. This can be further reduced to the 
sequence of two neural regions, G(m)-C(m) and Ab-Eb. The structure is complex. 
Thus, even if this can be accompanied by the chords C and Cm, the melody is much 
more complex, and we, the listeners to this spring call, experience it. The analysis 
above is one way to understand this complex tune with only four sung tones. 

Oi, y Ie se, y Ie se, 

g-*I ,c:*J:' g-* I I~:*}Y~ _____________ ____ "f?p----'*I"--: _ _____ ~,~--.!y: g-*I 

~ ~ ~ 

"Dr I V (JltD4 D D I 
dye be - feZ ki y - rnes te, o y, rna yu, zh, 

Figure 20B. The melody of the spring call in Fig. 20A with the modal analysis. The 
anchors of this melody are g and c neurons, the first mentioned being in a state of 
stimulation throughout the melody. The alternating embryos and their durations are 
seen above the staves. 

Hukan 'e calls like these belonged to the Slavonic ritual awakening of the khorov6d 
in each spring, and the tradition survived e.g. in Southwest Russia, the Ukraine and Be
larus, as well as in Bulgaria as the lazaruvane calls. They represented a "very ancient" 
tradition of unmarried maidens: "[The] girls in neighbouring hamlets respond to each 
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other, setting the countryside ringing for miles around with their song cal1s".19 It is 
thus obvious that these melodies were sung with great energy, which made it possible 

for the singers to alternate between subharmonic and harmonic paths. 

TH: 
g-IV: d-*IV: 
g------------------------------d-------------------------------------------------. 

tJ I -
u ~ ~ ~ 

Jaj, ma-mich - ko mo - Ja m! - la [a sob] 

tJ L Gm Eb em Gm Dm Gm 

~ I ~ ~ I --
Figure 21 A. A verse of a lament from Slovenia according to Selcowl 1985, 156-159, 
no. 8: 'Oh, my mother, my dearest '. It is slightly varied when repeated. 

Figure 21 A was recorded in 1961 close to the point in the Julian Alps where the 

borders of Slovenia, Austria, and Italy intersect. This lament represents South-Slavic 

style in SLOVENIA, and it is based on the repetition of eight poetic double lines cha

racterised by variation in melody and rhythm. One interpretation of its grammatical 

basis rests on the possibility that the first sung tone (cf2) is encoded sub harmonically 
with nerves g-bb-d corresponding to the physical G minor chord. This motivated the 
singer to fol1ow the path Gm -+ EbCm -+ IIGm -+ DmGm. The root IV and the embryo 
*IV are composed of a few tones: 
g-IV: g-bb-c-d-eb-f-g 
d-*IV: d- f-g-a-bb-c-d. 

The modal structure of this song is descendingg-IV2 -+d-*IV3. Even if the melodic 

progression differs slightly in each verse, the grammatical idea is to follow the sub
harmonic path added with the harmonic Eb (see Fig. 21B). In many cases the singer 

progressed by starting a new verse on tone bb 1 (arrow). The verse pairs like this based 
the neural progression Gm-Eb-Cm-Dm-Gm but even if there occur minor changes 
they have no effect on the grammar, only on the performance. 

19 Howe 1991 ,56. 
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g-IV: d-IV: g-IV: d-IV: g------------------------------
g---------------------------d------------------------g------------------------d-----------------------------------------

Jaj , 

Gm 

chi zho-ra, chi zdo -la, 

Eb em GmDmGm 

a chi od mi - Ie - ho pa - na Bo - ha, [asab] 

Eb em Gm em GmDm Gm 

Figure 2IB. Verses 5 and 6 of the Sloven ian lament in Fig. 2IA . 

In many melodies the Slavonic grammar appears mysterious because more than 
one interpretation is available. A specific feature in some melodies is to modulate from 
g-IY to bb-I (corresponding to the modulation from natural C minor to Eb major). 
Sometimes this truly happens but sometimes it only is an emotional association. One 
reason is that a melody can be interpreted in two ways and both ways are neurally 
possible. As an example, Figure 21 A is analysed by assuming that the third sung tone 
(bb l ) is not encoded with Eb but with Bb (Fig. 21C). The first tone (cP) might even 
be encoded with Bb which means that the initial anchor is not d but f Hence, there 
are two alternative interpretations. Either the embryos are d-*IY5-+f-*I -+d-*Iyl or 
they aref-*I2-+d-*Iyl • The respective neurotriads are either Gm-+BbBF-+Gm, or 
BbBF-+Gm. Figure 21C suggests that various listeners may interpret the same me
lody in various ways because certain tone combinations activate many neurons, which 
can be combined in different ways. 

d-*IV: /-*1: d-*IV: 
TfI: d-------------f---------------------------------d---------------------------------

I'l I . . 
u ~ ~ 

Jaj, ma-mich - ko mo - Ja m! - 1a [a sob] 

I'l IGm Bb F Bb F Gm 

'tt I ... .. J I 

-
Figure 21 C. One verse of Fig. 2I-A as reanalysed. The first neurotriad may also be 
Bb. 

The SORBS (the WENDS OF LAUSITZ) are a minor West Slavic people in eastern Ger
many sharing some of the same grammatical elements as the former (Fig. 22). In the 
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same vein it differs radically. The anchor tone is clearly g at the beginning of the tune. 
This means that the neural representation of the tones sung in two first measures is 

Cm-G-Cm-Gm. In the third measure the melody takes the harmonic path. The anchor 

tone g remains but root g-III is modulated to root g-IV It might be argued that the 

first root is not g-III but g-I. However, because the main character of the melody is 

melancholy, the interpretation g-III seems safe. This "character" is obviously a result 

of the subharmonic neurotriad em comprising the active eb neuron. It represents the 
yd degree of root g-III. Thus, the modal syntax is g-Ills -+g-IV-+bb-I -+c-IV-+g-IVI . 

The modes are: 

g-III: 

g-IV: 

g-b-c-d-eb 
g- bb-c-d-eb 

bb-I: 
c-IV: 

bb-d-eb-f-g 
c-eb-/-g-ab 

g-lll : g-ry g-IV= bb-J : 
g---------------------------------------------------------------bb----------------------------

be - lej noz ey rna, Hol-

Eb Ab Bb 

bb-T: c-ry g-ry 
bb------------------e-------------------------------------------------------------------------------g--------------------------------

..--- 3----, ..--- 3 ----, 

bik dwe be-Iej noz - ey rna, hoi - eik dwe rja-nej lub - eu rna. 

Ab FmCmFm Cm CmFm Cm Fm CmGmCm 

Figure 22. A Sorbian song/rom the 19th century according to Kocora 1868. 

There are three highly emotive moves in this melody. The first one is the modulati
ong-IV-+bb-I in between the upper and lower lines. It corresponds to the move from 

natural C minor to Eb major. The second is the modulation bb-I -+c-IV in such a way 
that the anchor is changed from bb 1 to c 1• The third one occurs between the end and the 

beginning of the melodywheng-IV is modulated to g-III and this is modulated back to 
g-IV In other words, the aesthetic "hook" of the melody is the rapid interplay of roots 
III, IV and I. The alternation IV ~ I is common in Slavonic song but root III is much 
more uncommon. Therefore it is possible that this is due to the Germanic influence 
(as it is in Poland). In spite of this, the song grammar is Slavonic, not Germanic, and 

it is actually quite tricky because the listener is constantly a little behind when trying 
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to grasp what is going on. It is impossible for anyone to know that the syUabe noz
(measure 3) begins the rootg-IV The listener does not know this before (s)he hears the 

sung tone bb2 (-rna), which (s )he interprets as the 6th degree of g-IV However, as seen 
from the neural point of view, it also is the degree 5 of bb-I, that is, the new anchor. 

These processes are naturally subconscious but, as the author assumes, they create a 

chain of surprises, which explains the charm of this melody. 
The string of the neurotriads in Fig . 22 can be formulated in the form 

CmG-+CmGm-+ EbAbBb-+IICmFm-+CmGm-+Cm. The melody is short but 

the neural activity is great. The neurotriads em, Fm, and Gm are subharmonic while 
Bb, Eb, Ab, and G are harmonic, and they are all acoustically in firm relation to each 
other. The number of harmonic neurotriads in major form is greater than that of the 

sub harmonic triads. However, the modes in minor form account for the melancholy 

in mood. 
An interesting melody is that for a bylina (epic song) written down by the River 

Pinega, Archangel region, north-western RUSSIA (Fig. 23A). It is quite uncommon in 

grammatical structure. The only way to calibrate the melody to the G horizon is to 
assume that the opening tone is the sixth degree of g-*I. When the singer opened the 
tune with tone bl the neurotriad Em was activated after which she started to follow the 
path of the neural subharmonics. The melody is melancholy and mysterious due to its 
grammar. The sequence of the anchors is descending gl-el-dl-e l. The melody is as if 

composed offive modules (see the lines beneath the lower stave) with the embryos *1 

and *IV as the alternating elements. The last measure is more or less enigmatic. The 

melody proceeds as if the hexato~al marker (degrees 5- 6-1 = e- g-a) of root e-IV but 

in this context the auditory centre does not readily accept this obvious interpretation. 
The melody is ended either as in Fig. 23A or in Fig. 23B. 

g-*I: e-IV: d-I: e-*IV: 
g---------------e-----------------------------( c -) d-------- e-------------------------------

I'j - , -
~ i.oo-o/ I 

K~ 
I - ' ~ 

Pro - kho - dit - to - YO da Vos - kre - sen - e, 

flEm G C Em Am Em C D G D Em Am 

's , j;...I r I ~ I _l '~ • ,[uuu-' ~ ! L ______________ I ' 

Figure 23A. This north-west Russian epic song (bylina) represents an early Slavic 
tradition according to Ozarovskaya 1916, Appendix. This 'Passed Christ 's Sunday ' 
relates a bylina in which the story started after the Easter Sunday. 
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In the variant A the final a l is encoded with the neurotriad Am and mode e-*IY. 
This means that the e nerve ties the end together with the beginning of the next verse, 
which is opened with the neurotriad Em. The other possibility is seen in Fig. 23B. 
The first mode of the closing measure (-sen ') is b-*IV modulated then to d- *1. The 
triads are Em and D. Because the d neuron binds the sung a l to the opening b l of the 
next verse, tone b may be encoded with the neurotriad G (instead of Em). This is what 
happens in Fig. 23 B. (The beginning of the next verse is added to its end.) There 
are songs in Europe which are felt to be melancholy even if they move in the major 
form. It is quite possible that the beginning of Fig. F-23-A gives on answer to explain 
this contradiction: If mode g-I is opened neurally encoded with Em (and not G), Em 
may appear even later (as it occurs in this melody) and this gives the subconscious 
"knowledge" of the melancholy. This may mean that the end of the A variant is more 
probable than that in the B variant. 

" . " " " . " . " " " d-i: " " " . " " " "b-"*iv"'" . " " d~ *( ...... ./ g-*I' . .. y . 
--------( c -) d-------- b-------------d--------------g------------------------

,--4 j J @~J IJ ~~ ltd' ~l " , 
F r f.. 

- vo da Vos - kre - sen - e, 

fl C D G D Em D G C Ern 

. fT'\ - ,. c:r;; • ~ • c:r;; -:::; 

~ • ~ • P' I ..J -

Figure 23B. The end a/the bylina in Fig. 23A and the beginning a/its next verse ac
cording to another interpretation. 

The syntax of the variant in Fig. 23A is g-*I6 --+e-IV --+d-*I --+e-IVI, and the modes 
are: 
g-*1: g- b-c-d-e 
d- *1: d-j#-g-a-b 
e-IV: e-g-a-b-c 

Neurally the main progression is unusual but still sub harmonic Em --+G --+C--+ Em --+ Am. 
The insertion of the D-G-D element in the middle of the tune is a radical move and 
gives the rest of the song a tension, which is not quite resolved. Because the bylina 
is a long story, this is appropriate to its overall idea. The neural sequence can be now 
reduced to: EmGClI--+DCDII--+EmAm. 
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There are Russian songs which are subharmonic in nature but opened harmonically. 
Fig. 24B is one ofthese. Its first word kovo 'who; the one' is pronounced ka-va, and 
when ka- is sung as c2 it seems to form its harmonics 4-5-6 (c-e-g). Therefore the singer 
descends as if from its 4th harmonic c2 to its yd harmonic gl, which is encoded with the 

neurotriad G. The sung tone gl activates the c neuron, and the singer returns to c2 which 
is divided into overtones c-e-g. In this context the auditory centre accepts the chordAb 
to accompany this sung c2 (see Fig. 4B). The two opening measures of this melodic 
progression are seen in Fig. 24A. The anchor and the mode change quickly, making 

g-IV: eb-II:g-IV: 
fJ L g ---- eb---g-====.::-----

I I _ 

Ko - vo ne tu, 

Cm G Ab Eb GmCmGm 

fJ l --- I r-
, .. I -il l 

the melodic progression difficult to follow. 

Figure 24A. The beginning of a song by the 
Russians in Udmurtia. The whole melody is 
seen in Figure 24B. 

The neural processes in Fig. 24B occur be
cause the sung tones stimulate the nerves which 
form the encoding triads. Because the number 
of activated neurons is great and the number of 
various neural combinations also is great, there 
seems to be no need for too detailed analysis. 

The human mind aims at symmetry and holistic images which make it easy to com
prehend the musical processes. Therefore the analysis best serves the aims of a study 
if the results are simple. 

g-IV: d-IV: g-IV: d-IV: 
g-----------------------------------d--------g-----------------------------------------------d----------------------g------------

Ko - vo ne - - tu, to - vo zha - - I', da u - - e - zzha - - et mi - - Iyi vdal ' 

Figure 24B. Thefirst double verse of a lyric Russian songfrom Udmurtia according 
to Starodubceva 1999, no. 35: 'The one who is not [alive} - is grieved'. 

The melody in Fig. 24B was composed by ordinary Russian village people and it 
only existed in their memories. The structure of the song cannot be too complex and 
therefore the present author had to admit that there are but two anchor tones and one 
mode alternating in this melody. Too detailed analysis makes the result so complex 
that it is hard to draw any conclusions from the data. In other words, the simpler the 
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analysis, the closer it obviously is to that image that the singers had in their minds. 
Therefore, for example, the analysis in Fig. 24B assumes that even if the neural process 
could be as given in Fig. 24A, the secondary options make it possible for the listener 
to accept the chord Cm to accompany the first three (or even four) sung tones. The 
anchors are gl and d1, and the root IV is the only modality: 
g-IV: g-bb-c-d-eb 
d-IV: d- fg-a-bb-c-d 

The modal structure isg-IV1 ~d-IVI. The melodic curve (-tu, tu-voia-) in measures 

2-4 resembles that found in measures 2-3 of Fig. 23A (-to-vo da Vos-kre-sen '-) but the 
neural activation is different in some of the sung tones. This is due to the prominence 
of the active / neuron in Kovo netu. Therefore the d-based mode in this song is d-IV, 
while it is d-I in the Pinegan Figure 23A. 

The melody progresses subharmonically. The harmonic neurotriads are Eb and Bb, 
and the sequence can be reduced to CmEbGm -Cm - BbDmGm. The neural structu
re is balanced: The left side of the string comprises the neurons c-eb-g corresponding 
to the physical Cm, while the right side comprises the neurons bb-d-g corresponding 
to the physical Gm. The final tone g is the first degree of d-IV, and when the following 

verse is started the g nerve remains activated as the anchor of g-IV The continuity of 

the verse is perfect. 

g-*IV: bb-*I: c-*IV: g-*TV: J-*VT: g-*TV: 
TH g----------------bb------------------c-----------------------------g-------------f--------------------g--------------------------

i ~ ~I, F F r IF r r Ire F r Ie Ef e Fie e Fe I r tr r II 
I Ku-pa-Ia na Iva-na l Ku-pa -Ia-chka, dze tvaya dochka? Ku-pa -la, na T-va-na l 

If"Lr I ~b ~ I~:~m,m;b;~ cri ~ I~~ ~ IE; CuT II 
Figure F-25A. A Midsummer ritual song/rom Belarus according to Kostyukovec 1983, 
80: No.2: 1: 'Kupala, in St. John's Day, dear kupala, where is your daughter?' 

Another example of a song, which also can be seen to open with the physical C 
major, is in Fig. 25A from BELARUS. The Eastern Slavic tradition of kupalo comprised 
magical rituals performed during Midsummer Eve and Day. The Summer Solstice has 
for long held had a central position in the Slavic khorov6d or the cycle of the ritual 
year. It was important to youth, and specifically to the maidens because the kupalo 
rituals symbolised the "completion of the girls' transition to adulthood, giving them 
the right to enter into marriage relations", and the "parents did not have the right to 
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forbid their children to participate in them"20. The melody of Fig. 25A belongs to 

these Midsummer songs performed in the Minsk region in central Belarus. 
The Kupala opens upwards from c2, and there emerges the physical harmonics 

4-5-6 (c-e-g), which direct the singer to ascend as if from the 4th harmonic to the 6th 

harmonic (c2_gl) of c. The sunggl generates the neural Cm. Because the 3rd harmonic 

of the sung c activates the neurons c, eb, and g, the listener has no problem accepting 

the Cm chord to accompany both sung tones of the first measure of Fig. 25A. The 

melody seems to have as many as four anchors, gl, bb l , c2, andf. The modal sequence 

of this melody is g-IV1-+bb-I-+c-IV-+g-IV-+J-*VI-+g-IVI. The modes are: 

g-*IV: g- bb-c-d-eb-g bb-*I: bb- d-eb-f-g 
c-*IV: c-eb-J-g-ab f-*VI: f-ab-bb-c-d-f 

When the anchors change as quickly as they do in this kupalo song, it may sug
gest that there is something wrong in the analysis. There are some problematic 

details in this tune. For example, is the neural Bb active throughout the measure 5, 

or do its first tones (/: Ku-pa-) activate the neural Fm, as assumed here? Because 

of the solution of the author the anchor can only be f, and the mode can only be f
*VI. Thus, the neural progression underlying Fig. 25A can be reduced to the string: 
Cm-+EbBb-+CmFm-+CmGm-+Cm.1t is clearly subharmonic, and, in tonal terms, 

we may say that there is a modulation from minor to major. 
The Belarus researcher Kliment K vitka once identified one melody type of the 

same kupalo ritual once widely known west of the River Dnieper in the UKRAINE and 
BELARUS. According to L. Kostyukovec, this type, seen in Fig. 25B, was related to that 
in Fig. 25A but was much more ancient.21 

g-I: c-I: g-l: e-TV: 
g---------c-----------""--g----------------------------;::----------;::-------------------------;:.:::.---------------------e----------------

na Iva-nal Gdze Ku - pa - la, na -cha-vo -Ia? Ku -pa - la, na [va - nal 

F C G C CGC G C G C G 

Figure 25B. An interpretation of a melody for a Belarus kupala ritual according 
to Kostyukovec 1983, 80, No.1. First published in 1817. The main part of the tune 
progresses harmonically but the path changes to the subharmonic one at the end. 

20 Howe 1991 , 59. 
21 Kostyukovec 1983,79-80. 
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It is true that the poem is much the same and the three half notes (arrows), corre
sponding to descending a-LA pentatonal degrees mi-re-la, so typical of Russian song, 
are identically situated. However, these two melodies are not identical in grammar. The 
halftones are not mi-re-la in Fig. 25B but re-do-sol of c-SOL even if both tunes open 
in the G horizon. As seen above the upper stave, the beginning of the melody in Fig. 
25B obeys the path of the physical harmonics but is turned to the path of the neural 
subharmonics at the end. The grammar in measures 1-2 is most typical of Central 
European song (especially the anchor tone movement gl_c1_g1 in the context of g-I) 
because of which it may be reminiscent of a Germanic melody. Its modal structure 
differs radically from that of the younger version in Fig. 25A: g-II-+c-I -+g-I -+e-IVI. 
The anchors correspond to the harmonics 3-4-5 of c, which strengthens the harmonic 
character of the song. However, since the 3rd measure, the melody progress is typical 
of East-Slavic song. One reason is that the melody is firmly fixed to the )Cd degree (e2) 

of the root on g. 
The neural structure is also quite different between the two melodies. The main part 

of Fig. 25B comprises the neurotriads CGC-+FCG-+C. It is not until the end that the 
grammar is changed to the subharmonic path: G-C-Em-Am. We may ask why it is 
that the third sung tone (e2) of Fig. 25B is encoded by C and not by Am? The reason 
seems to be, first, the effect of the active g neuron which functions as the anchor, and, 
secondly, the physical harmonics of the sung tone e2 (-la,), which stimulates the c, e, 
and g neurons. The same explanation holds good for the final tone a 1 (-na) encoded 
by Am, not by Dm: When sung, the anchor is e and the powerful active neurons are 

g-I: 
g----
-f] 

e-IV: g-I: e-IV: 
e----g------------------------e-----------

.-.... .-.... I 

t..J - 1 
- I 

Ku -pa -la, na Iva - na! 

f] G AmCEm GCEmAm 

a, c, and e. 

Figure 25C 

In Fig. 25A there occurs 
a modulation from root IV to 
root VI in the fifth measure. 
The same may also happen 
in Fig. 25B but, with the help 
of the music analysis, it is not 
possible to judge the exact 
nature of the modulation, 
which may be e-IV-+g-I-+e-
IV at the end. If so, the liste

ner experiences that the melody is closed in e-IV, the root of natural A minor (Fig. 25C). 
Thus, it seems that these two melodies share the same poem and ritual context but it is 
quite difficult to find proofs for the hypothesis that the melodies are genetically related 
in grammar. Some social occurrences have led to radical changes in grammar. 
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Quite a different grammatical solution can be found in CROATIA whose people had 
contacts with Germanic populations for about 15 centuries. Fig. 26 represents a lyric 
tune with a melancholy poetic content which is not modern while the motive of the 
departing home is eternal: 'Early in the morning the sound [of church bells?] was 
sounding, quickly shall we leave for regions far away---'. 

g-IV: bb-"]: g-IV: c-"IV: g-rv 
g------------------bb------,g-----------------------------------------------------c--------g------------------------------------

,,~ ---:--- u u 

u 
V jut-ro ra- no chu-yem zvo-na zvo-ni- ti , 

' r 
chu-yem zvo-na zvo-ni ti , v Jut-ro ra - no 

fl L Cm Ab BbEb Gm Cm EbGm Cm AbBb G CmFmCmGm Eb Cm 

~ r~f ~p ~r~pV ~~p ~ ~ ~ V ~ I P r 

Figure 26. A lyric song from Croatia according to Zganec and Sremec 1951, no 
104. 

The Croatian melody was not easy to understand because there are many different 
ways to explain the melodic progressions. The greatest problem was to understand the 
appearance of the neurotriads Ab and Bb in moments when the anchor is undeniably 
g, which does not belong to either of them. The melody sounds logical and balanced 
in all details because of which there must be something to explain the contradiction. 
The neurotriad Ab appears in measures 1 and 4 when tone c2 is sung (arrows). Usually 
the sung c is encoded with neural F(m), CCm), or Am. The initial leap gl_c2 of Fig. 26 
can easily be accompanied by Cm chord because of which the g nerve serves as the 
anchor. In this context the neural Ab, however, sounds the most suitable option because 
of which the anchor is changed to c, which starts to violate the anchoring system of the 
whole song. There is one explanation available. The articulated tone c2 (rano) is divided 
in harmonics 4-5-6 (c-e-g). As seen in Fig. 4A, the harmonic c activates the neurons 
ab and c, the harmonic e activates the neurons c and e, and the harmonic g activates 
the neurons c and eb. Thus, while the g neuron remains activated. the Ab neurons 
are also activated. This means that Ab is fully possible along with the g anchor. The 
surprising appearance ofthe neurotriad Bb in the fourth measure can be explained in 
the same way. When the singer utters bb 1 (ra-) it is obviously encoded with neural Bb, 
whose fifth harmonic d activates the g neuron. Thus, the analyst can easily accept the 
neurotriads Ab and Bb without any need to assume that the anchor must be changed 
from g to somewhere else. 

A common Slavic trait is the modulation of root g-IV to bb-*1 and back. The modal 
elements of Fig. 26 are: 
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g-IV: g-bb-c-d-eb 
c-* IV: c- eb-f-g-ab 
bb-*I: bb-d-eb-f-g 

The grammar can be presented with the formulag-IVs -+bb-*I -+g-IV -+c-*IV -+g
IVI . From the neural point of view the grammatical nucleus is complex because of 

the great variation: 

Cm-+ AhBhEh-+Gm-+G-+CmFmCm. Acoustically the variation is sound. The 

subharmonic neurotriads em-Gm-Fm are closely related, but so are the harmonic 
Ab-Eb-Bb, and G. The vivid alternation of subharmonic and harmonic elements is 
characteristic and one may wonder that the style of this song may not be too old. A 
specific feature of the melody is the leap upward from gl to eb2 (zvo-ni-ti 'was sound
ing ') in the )Cd measure. From the universal point of view this leap of the sixth, i.e. 

from the anchor tone to the 3rd degree of g-IV, is more or less non-existing beyond the 

Slavonic song. As can be seen, it was preceded by the neural em (c-eb-g) activated by 

the sung g. Thus, theoretically, the leap of the sixth is a transition from the g neuron to 

the eb neuron. In other words, the subharmonic em seems function as a subconscious 
directory to what is going to happen next. When the singer articulated these two tones, 
they were obviously encoded with triads em and Eb, as suggested in Fig. 26. 

g-IV eb-I: f-'VI: eb-l: f-'VI: g-IV 
g-------------------------------eb----------------------------------f------------------------eb----------------f-----------g---· 

Jo Kar - ja-Ian kun-nail -Ia leh - Iii puu, jo Kar-ja-Ian koi-vi- kol luu - hel - luu, ka-ki 

CmEb CmBbGm Eb Ab Cm EbCm Bb Fm Ab Eb Ab Bb Cm 

g-lV g-lll 
g------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

kuk - kuu siel - Iii ja ke - vat on, vie sin - ne mun kai - ho poh - ja - Ion. 

Eb CmGm Cm Gm Eb Cm Abm Cm 

Figure 27 A. The first interpretation of a Karelian song as remembered by the present 
author. It represented a new grammar in Finland that was much influenced by the 
Russian song grammar based on the subharmonic path in the melody formation: 'On 
Karelian Hills the trees are already green '. 
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Boris Asafjev postulated that the most typical motive in the 19th century Russian 
melody was the ascending minor sixth, which can be found in folk song as well as 
in orchestral music. Sometimes it is called "the Slavonic sixth". It is known in all 
Europe even ifit is specifically typical of the Russian melody22. Because of the areal 
interaction it is normal that neighbouring populations influence each other regardless 
of their different cultures. A Karelian song Karja/an kunnailla 'On Karelian Hills' 
(Fig 27), is an example of a melody composed by an unknown Finn or Karelian in a 
new style adopted from the 19th century Russian song grammar. Because the Soviet 
Union conquered Karelia in the World War II, more than 300,000 Finnish Karelians 
were evacuated to the rest of Finland. When this melody was recorded and publis
hed in commercial markets in the 1940s and 1950s, the Karelian refugees adopted 
it quickly as a musical symbol of their lost homes23. They identified its grammar as 
Karelian but historically the grammar goes back to the Russian and, more generally, 
to the Slavonic song grammar. 

The initial leap gl-eb2 of Karja/an kunnailla represents this minor sixth repeated 
afterward twice. It seems that two times this leap is subconsciously prepared by the 
subharmonic Cm as the representation of the sung tone gl followed by harmonic Eb as 
the representation of the sung eb2• This combination may be the reason for the strong 
emotional effect of this leap. As a common Slavic trait is the alternation of roots IV and 
I, as a result of which the grammatical structure of the most of the song is g-IV Beb-I. 
At the end this is changed when the melody is transposed from g-IV up to c-IV and 
then finally returned to g-III. Because the singers usually articulate tone g2 (arrow) by 
the syllable kai- (of kaiho 'longing, yarning'), it is articulated quite powerfully and 
its neural correspondence may be G because of which the root will be g-III (and not 
g-IV as elsewhere). Thus, the roots are: 
g-IV: g-bb-c-d-eb-g; eb-I: eb-g-a-bb-c 
g-III: g- b-c-d-eb-g;f-*VI: f - a-bb-c-d 

The modal process is g-IV 5 -+eb-I -+f-*VI -+g-IV -+g-IIII. From the tonal point of 
view the mode is C minor. It starts in natural minor, ends in harmonic minor, and is 
modulated to Eb major on the upper line. From the hex atonal point of view the melody 
is much more complex and in many cases open to many interpretations. 

The neural syntax is a quite complex combination of subharmonic and harmonic 
neurotriads with the structure CmEb-+CmBb-+Gm-+ EbAb-+Cmll-+ AbG-+ AbmC 
m. The subharmonic elements are Cm, Fm, Gm, and Abm, and the harmonic ones are 
Bb, Eb, Ab, and G. In other words, with Abm excluded, the grammatical elements are 
identical with those in Fig. 26. This combination may explain why tonefis not sung at 

22 lalkanen 2003a, 93-111-
23 lalkanen 2003b, 332, 334. Kurkela 2003, 431. 
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all. It is neurally present when the triad Bb is active but it is so weak in this song that it 
was difficult for the composer to add tone fto the melody. The presence of subharmonic 
Abm on the lower line can be explained by the low energy of the unstressed tone eb2 

(-ja- before the final tone) which motivates the interpretation of Abm. 
The beginning of the lower line is analysed in Fig. 27 A in such a way that the sung 

tones are encoded with neurotriads em and Gm. As a result the g nerve serves as the 
anchor throughout the line. It is quite possible that the analysis is oversimplified. In 
Fig. 27B the beginning of the line is analysed a little differently because of which the 
modal and neural sequences become more complicated. In the 2nd and the 3rd measure 
the neurotriads Gm-Ab-Fm-Bb are fully possible representations of the sung tones. 
This would mean a rapid change of anchors and of two modalities in the 3rd measure, 
the embryo ab-*II (ab-c-d-eb-j) andf-*VI, which already was active before. It seems 
as if the neurotriad Fm is active only in this context. 

g-IV: ab-*II: f-*VI:g-IV: g-III: 

fl 
g ---------------------------------a b -------f ------g --------------------------------------------

I • f') 

U I 

kuk - kuu siel - la ja ke - vat on, vie sm - ne mun kai - ho 

Eb Cm Gm Ab Fm Bb Gm Eb Cm Ab G 
fl L · · · 
~ r • ~ I IIr ~ r ~~ ?;. 

Figure 27B. Karjalan kunnailla: The beginning of the lower line as re-interpreted. 

The song from north-eastern POLISH Szczytna resembles the Sorbian song in Fig. 
22 because the grammar alternates vividly between the physical and neural harmo
nics, and the anchors change rapidly (see Fig. 28). This feature makes the melody 
quite problematic to analyse. The sequence of the anchor tones is unexpectedly vivid: 
gl_cl_j -dl_bb-dl_ cl _g-cl-a-dl. This means that the melody proceeds 

low in the G horizon, and the opening anchor gl is transported one octave lower to g 
(parallel to that in Fig. 16B). Root IV governs the first two measures, then there come 
three modes (*1, III, *1) sharing the same hex atonal marker. Root g-IV returns, and 
the two final measures are so complex that they will be looked closer some few lines 
lower. The modes are: 
g-IV: c-d-eb-f-g-bb-c- d 
d-IV: d-f-g-a-bb bb-*I: 
d-III: d-flf-g-a-bb 
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g-IV: ' f- *J: d-III: bb-*] d-lV r - - -i-:IV~ - - - - - -(I-IT! 
g-------------------------c------f---------d-----------------------bb-------------d----------- c---g-----------c-a---d-----

za-Jc-zdza-ja pa-no-wie oj ja-da za- je-zdza-ja 0 -gO':: spo-de py-ta-ja. 

F Dm BbDmGm DGm D Bb EbGmBb GmDmGm FCmGmCmEb CmF D 

Figure 28A. A Polish song according Kolberg 1857,220, no. 20.d. 

In the two last measures the progression of anchors is cl -+g-+cl-+a-+dl. They chan

ge so quickly, and have such a brief duration, that it is useless to mark other modes 
to the transcription but g-IY. The hex atonal embryos are c-*VI (c-eb-fg-a), a-*V 

(a- c-d-eb-f), and d-*III (d-j#-g-a-bb). This is a too complex combination of tonal 
processes for the human mind to grasp. Therefore it simplifies the process by forming 
an image of modal unit known as the universal root no. Y. In this case, it is a-V (a
c-d-eb-f-g), and this simplified solution is represented in Fig. 28B. 

As seen from Fig. 28B, the formation of root a-V is complex and the question is, 
why does the listener experience the a neuron as the anchor? The sung tone! (0-) is 
encoded with the neurotriad F with the a neuron activated. Of the sung tones eb l and 
dl(-go-; -ja) it is the latter whose 3rd harmonic a activates the a neuron. The 5th harmonic 
e of the sung cl (-spo-) activates the a neuron, as does the sung tone! (-ta-). Thus the 
a neuron remains in the state of stimulation almost throughout the last two measures, 

even if it is only seemingly obvious by the two last tones f and d. The modal progression 
can be described with the syntactic formulag-IVs -+f-*I -+d-III -+bb-*I -+d-IV -+a-VI. 
Root V is easy to identify by listening but, because of its complex neural structure, it 
always sounds more or less tense or excited. 

fl I 

t.J 

fl I 

t 

3 2 1 6 2 
a-V: 
---c g 

¥ 3 1 
d-III : 

cad ----------- - -- ------

~ ... - • 
o -go- spo-de py-ta-ja. 

FCmGmCmEbCm F D 

-
I I 

~ ~ ~ I ~ 

-= ~ ~ 

Figure F-28B. The last two measures of 
the Polish song A we Lbowie given as 
a new interpretation: The closing root 
is a- V. The small digits above refer to 
degrees 5-1 and ¥ of this root. 

There are four moments when the 
neurotriad Gm appears in contexts whe
re it is not expected to appear (see the 
arrows in Fig 28A). These are the last 
tone of the 3rd measure (syllable -ja), the 
second tone (-no-) of the 4th measure, 
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and the first and the third tone (ja- and -ja) of the 6th measure. In each case, the hu
man ear accepts the physical Gm because of the active anchor tone on d. The sung 
tones are thrice gl and twice bbl. When tone gl is sung loudly, its physical harmonics 
g-b-d (4-5-6) activate three neurotriads (g > em; b > Em; d > Gm). The main effect 
is directed to g and d neurons because of which the human mind accepts most easily 
the physical chord Gm corresponding to the neural state governed by the neurotriad 
Gm. Accordingly, when tone bb l is sung, the bb, g, and d neurons are stimulated. This 
helps to accept the physical em chord. Likewise, in the first and the second measure, 
the sung tones bb l and cP (we Lbo-) can easily accompanied by Gm. Moreover, the 
initial tone gl will possibly be encoded with the neurotriad Gm when the following 
stanzas are started. 

When the syntax is studied from the neural point of view, the complexity is obvious. 
The series ofneurotriads can be displayed as CmGm-+CmFDm-+BbEb-+CmFD. 
Thus, the subharmonic path is resting on the neurotriads em-Gm-Dm, while the 
harmonic path is based on Eb-Bb-D-F. The neurotriads Eb, Bb and F are present in 
all Slavonic song while D is much more uncommon. Therefore it is possible that it 
suggests some influence from the Germanic direction. 

g-IV f-IV g-IV: 
g-----------------;;:::---------------------;.::,:----------------- f----------b·---g------:;;--------------------------------------

Bi-ser ni-ze Bi - se-3-r-be - - go - - vi -- ca, 
Gm CmGmEb GmEbCmGmCm GmEb Cm GmCm 

Bi- ser ni - ze 

Bbm Fm Bb Eb 

Bi-se-r-be 

Gm Cm 

g-IV g-V 

, \:.I 
- go - vt - - ca, 
GmCm 

g ----------------------::: ----------------:::-------------------------------------------b;:=.:!--------c -------- f- -c---g ------------

Ni - zi-mi- se moj si - tjan bi - \:.I se - re, bi - se - re, 

GmEbCm GmCm Gm 

Figure 29. Verses 1 and 3 of a Bosnian epic song from Hercegovina according to 
Bartok 1951, no. 8a. The recording isfrom 1935. 

Root V is found in all Slavonic song and specifically in regions having contacts with 
Mediterranean peoples. For instance, Bela Bart6k (1951) selected for his large Serbo
Croatian Folk Songs melodies mainly based on d-IV There are many melodies having 
the grammatical idea of the alternation d-IV f7f-I. Then there are melodies whose main 
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root is d-V (see his items lOb, 15, 16b), or which alternate such as d-V6d-IV (item 

25), or d-IV6d-V (see Fig. 29 in this paper). 

The BOSNIAN song is quite complex because of decorative treatment of melody. A 

typical trait is that the singer articulated tone cP slightly flattened or precisely as db2• The 

characteristic string of the neurotriads is Gm-+CmGmEb-+Cm. The first exception oc

curs in the upper line, when the singer transposed the melody to f *IV and f *VI (during 

tone cP) without any tying. The end of the lower line is acoustically too complex for a 

listener to follow the changes of anchors b-fc-fc. Therefore the simplified interpretation 

will obviously be g-V (g- bb-c-db-eb) even if the g neuron seems to be activated only 

during the sung tones bb, c, and eb (see Figures 4A and 4 B). These activations are not 

seen in the transcription. Rootg-V remains through the two final measures of Fig. 29, and 

its modal complexity is seen in the syntax: Eb6 Bbm-+Fm-+IAbl-+Bbm-+Fm-+Cm. 
A new element is its neurotriad Bb minor, which has a prominent role. The final form 

of the sequence is GmCmGmEb-+GmCm-+BbmFm-+BbEb-+IIGm 6 Cm or: II 

Ab-BbmFmCm. It is possible that a listener may also interpret measure 4 of the up

per line as g-V. However, the modal structure is according to the present interpretation 
g-IV6 -+f-*IV -+g-IV -+g-VI . 

Around the Winter Solstice Europeans celebrated in December and early January. 

The main function of these traditions was to ensure that the cultivated fields and do

mestic animals would be productive in the becoming year. The eastern Slavs knew this 

ritual as the kolyada, koleda « Latin calendae 'the first day of month ') and specific 

songs were sung. One of them appears in Fig. 30A. It comes from the Smolensk region 

in western RUSSIA but it was also sung by the Belarus. Because of its calendar nature, 

it can be assumed that the grammar is archaic. Therefore it is interesting to understand 
that, on the grammatical level, the song is in most details identical with Fig. 28. This 
Russian variant is slightly more simple and is lacking the neurotriads Fm, D and Eb. 

The original transcription was given as in Fig. 30A, that is, metrically in 3/4. 

II 

Figure 30A. A Russian kolyad song according to Zemcovski 1975, 159, no. 187. 

However, if the metre accords with the internal neural changes, the melody can be 
written differently (Fig. 30B.) 
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g-IV d-IV: f-I: d-IY: 
g -------------------------------------------d ----------------------------f ------------------------------d -------------------------

Gm em GmDmGm DmGm Bb F Bb F GmDmGm 

Figure 30B. A West-Russian kolyad according to Zemcovskiz 1975, 159, no. 187. Root 
IV is prominent except while the f neuron and the embryo!- * I are active. 

The grammar of Fig. 30 is neurally divided into four parts. When the g neuron is 
active the melody is encoded with the subharmonic triads Gm and Cm. When d is 
active, the triads are Gm and Dm. Whenfis active, the melody progresses supported 
by the harmonic triads Bb and F, and when the anchor d is reactivated at the end the 
neural triads are Gm and Dm with Gm as the finale. Thus, this grammar is dually ba
lanced: GmCml-+GmDmll-+ BhFII-+GmDmGm. The main result is that the melody 
is sub harmonic but different from the former ones because it is composed of dual 
elements. The embryos of the tune are as follows: 

g-*IV: 
d-*IV: 

!-*I: 

g-bb-c-d 
d-f-g-a-bb 
f - a-bb-c-d 

The modal structure of Fig. 30 is g-IV2 -+d-IV-+f-I-+d-IV1. 
The next song represents two-part singing from the UKRAINE. It is typical of the 

East-Slavic style but there are also some problems in definition. The first question is, 
how to calibrate it to the G horizon? Is the first sung tone bb 1 in relation to the anchor 
tone gl (meaning that it is the degree 6 of g-IV), or is it in relation to the anchor tone 
d1 (meaning that bb 1 is the degree 3 of d-IV). There are two reasons to assume that 
this melody is started as shown in Fig. 31. First, the second tone c2 is fully motivated 
as the degree 1 of root g-IV The second reason is that when the melody is repeated 
on the second line, the upper voice articulates eb2 (measure 1: -10), which is the 2nd 

degree of g-IV but no degree in root d-IV Thus, the melody is quickly transposed from 
g-IV to d-IV and then starts the more or less peculiar melody with the anchor tones 
gl-+d1-f -+gl-+a1. The modes are: 

g-IV: 
d-IV: 
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The modal syntax is g-IV6 -d-IV -f-I -g-*IV -a-IVI. There are some features 
not present in the former melodies. As found, in various Slavonic melodies the gram
matical core can be reduced to the root alternation IV - I-IV This occurs here, too. 
Parallel to Fig. 28A, IV - I-IV is present but the final figure of each line differs 
from the pattern and has some specific element of its own. In this Ukrainian tune the 
unexpected element is the transposition of root IV to a: a-IV To close a tune on the a 
anchor in the G horizon is not impossible but it is quite rare. It can be found in Finn
ish 19th century improvised youth songs known as rekilaulu 'round-dance song' but it 
can also be found in some Russian melodies. How common it is among the Slavs in 
general remains an open question 

g-IV d-IV f- I g-IV a-TV 
g-----------d------------------------------------------------f-------------------- g ~-------------------d---

~ 

K o - 10 ric -ki , ko - 10 

Gm CmGmDmGm Dm F 

ga -yu. Ko-Io Ii - ho - go Du - na - - yu. 

DmGm Dm Bb F Gm F Am Dm 

g-IV: d-fV: f-1: g-TV a-IV 
----------g-----------d------------------------------------------------f-------------------- g a-----------------------d---· 

Figure 31. Two double verses from a Ukrainian lyric f emale song according to 
Avdievs 'kif et al. 1989, 351-352. The main melody is the lower voice: 'Close to river, 
close to field, close to the silent Danube '. 

Another peculiarity in Fig. 31 is the neural progression Gm - F -Gm, which may 
also appear as F-Gm-F. The former is neurally tied together with the d neuron, not 
tightly but to a certain extent because the 5th harmonic of the sung a stimulates the d 

neuron. When the order is the opposite (F-Gm-F), the tying effect seems to be so 
weak that the tones sung during the syllable Du- in the third measure of both lines 
(arrows) may be experienced by the listener as if a detached element in the melody. 
However, what follows in the last measure is a surprise, and this kind of low-energy 
tying effectively prepares the transposition to a-IV As a result of this root serving 
as the closing one, it is the d nerve that ties the finale with the opening tone of the 
next verse. This kind of tying is not too common because it is only possible in long-
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term memory. In spite of this, it is not at all difficult to start the following double 
verse. From the neural point of view the melody represents a grammar lacking Fm 
and Eb but having F, Dm, and Am prominent beyond the main triads Gm and Cm: 
GmCm ...... GmDm ...... BbF ...... GmF ...... AmDm. 

BULGARIA was populated by various peoples long before the Proto-Slavs migra
ted there and its various song grammars suggest all kinds of substratic grammatical 
features. There are songs which clearly parallel the syntactical elements encountered 
in the preceding Slavonic songs. Then there are melodies which should be carefully 
studied because of their non-Slavonic elements, and there are melodies which reveal 
both Slavonic and non-Slavonic elements. 

g-*IV: hh-*J g-*IV: hb-*J: g-*IV: 
g------m------b~--m--g----------------------------------_____ m __ ~------.::--;:.:::g-m--m---------------------------

Za -Ii - bi Ril - do, Ril - do- Ie, 
Cm GmEbBb EbGmCm Gm Eb Gm CmGmCm 

dva 
CmBb 

Ii - bov - ni - ka. 
EbGmCm 

Figure 32. This Bulgarian mythological chant according to Stain' 1928, no. 1403 
represents the Proto-Slavic song grammar. 32-B. This chant was performed yearly in 
St. Vasilei s Day (Stain ' 1928, no. 178) but its song grammar suggests an Old-Turkic 
origin. 

The Slavs migrated to modern Bulgaria in the 6th century and the Bolghars follo
wed them in the 7th century. Both invading populations fused with the autochthonous 
peoples and most started to speak Slavonic. Fig. 32A represents an archaic Slavonic 
grammar with the embryonic modal sequence g-*IV. ~bb-*I ...... g-*IV·. The neural syn
tax is also typical: CmGm ...... EbBb ...... EbGm ...... Cm. There is no doubt that syntactical 
structures like these represent the song grammar, which was used in all Proto-Slavic 
communities for ca 17 centuries ago. 

The Bulgarian melody in Fig. 32B is totally different in grammar. The neurotriads 
look Germanic because of the neural options but the combination is neither Germanic 
nor Slavonic: GCG ...... CGD ...... AmD ...... GD. The modal syntax is also exceptional be
cause the main embryos are inverted l, VI and l,I: g-;, *12 ...... a-*VI ...... d-;, *VP. This kind 
of grammar is characteristic of the Central Siberian Yakuts. Specifically typical traits 
are the small number of degrees, the preference for embryo VI and the mictic nature 
of the grammar: the tones simultaneously form the proto-pentatonal embryo d-*RE 
(a-c-d-e-g). The Bolghars were a Turkic people from Central Asia who founded 
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the prosperous city of Bolghar24 on the eastern bank of the Middle Volga around 
500 AD. As an ancient tribe they sprang directly from the Proto-Turkic people. It is 
possible that, after converting to Christianity in Bulgaria, the Bolghars changed their 
language but sang Christian calendar songs like this according to their Siberian song 
grammar. If this was the case, the grammar springs ultimately from the Proto-Turkic 
song grammar known around Mongolia about 4,000 years ago. 

Fig. 33 represents the mixed type. Its verses 1 and 3 are non-Slavonic in grammar 
while verse 2 represents a typical Slavonic progression in root b-*IV - except at its 
end. The melody is dramatic and beyond g-*I the main modes are: 
j#-*V: ~a-b-c-d-e 
b-*IV: b-d-e-j#-g-a. 

Root b-IV of the middle part is in contrast to embryo b-z, *1 and both are in contrast 
to j#-*V The formation of the last mentioned is interesting. It is the a neuron that is 
prominent as the anchor. In spite of this thej# neuron is also stimulated in the last two 
measures of both lines and assumes the status of anchor. Both lines are closed with 
the normal3rd degree ofj#-*V This song obeys the hexatonal grammar but is atypical 
among melodies presented in this paper. The string of anchors is long: gl-a 1-fi:f-1- II 
b1-cP- II gl-(e1-)a1-fi:f-1· The modal syntax is g-i, *12 -+ j#-*V-+I Ib-IV-+d-i, *1 -+llg-i, *1-+ 
j#_*V3. The anchor move b1-cP is familiar with melodies above corresponding to gl_ 
bb1 - whereas gl_a1_j#lis a Bulgarian idiosyncrasy possibly suggesting a substratic 
grammar. The tying of the end to the next verse occurs with the b nerve that is not 
found elsewhere above. The neural string is interesting: GBC-+AmD-+B-+IIEmB 
Bm-+D-+IIGC-+EmAm-+DAm-+B. The relation G-B between the first and the last 
neurotriads is unusual but so is the relation Em-Bm-D in the middle verse because 
of the anchor tone progression. One more thing that makes the melody somewhat 
mysterious is the inverted embryos g-z, *1 and d-z, *1. The grammar seems to suggest 
an Old-Bolgharic substrate. 

24 Bolghar was close to the modern city of Kazan by the central Volga. The name Bolghar is related to the name 
Volga, which comes from the Finno-Ugric word referring to wide and bright rivers full of light (like Veps 
volge) . 
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fli--'v~ -------------, 
a -------------f#-----------b --------
~ 

la, 

B 

b ---~ =~~ ~---------------------------------------d ---:~= ~-~ ~~----------f ~-~! ~ -----------------e---a --~~= ~~~-~ -~ -~-~ -~ -~-~-~-~ ---~-=-
""' ~~ 

la, na go nad me - ne vas 

D G CEmAm D 

Figure 33. A Bulgarian love song according to Stain' 1928, no. 2373. 

Comparison of Slavonic Data 

The few melodies presented reveal that the Slavs prefer songs based on the subharmonic 
primary and secondary responses. As a result the neurotriads are in minor form. They 
tend to alternate with neural options which are in major form (C, G, Eb, Bb etc.) The na
tural consequence is the Pan-Slavonic modal pattern IV B 1-+ IV Moreover, the melodies 
are quite often Janus-faced in character. The grammars are seen in Figure 34. 

It is typical ofthe groups A and B that they are opened in root g-IV, while the C 
group is opened by rootg-I. If the opening degree of g-IV is 2 or4, the initial neurotriad 
is Gm and the mode is often inverted. The essence of group A is the modal alternation 
g-IV2 -+d-*IV3 with Gm as the opening and closing triad. Parallel to this is group B I 
with one difference: Because the 3rd degree opens the tune in g-IV the initial triad is 
Cm. Subgroup B2 is characterised by the opening roots g-IV and g-III along with the 
closing rootg-IV Subgroup B4 has specific traits: the melody is closed on the a anchor. 
The closing root is either a-V (accompanied by the harmonic neurotriad D) or a-IV 
(accompanied by the subharmonic neurotriad Dm). Subgroup C is opened in root g-I 
and the harmonic activity is prominent on the neural level. This does not, however, 
lead to solutions that is characteristic of the Germanic grammar. It is only Fig 23 of 
group C which shares one common trait with the Germanic song: the opening of the 
melody in g-I is supported by neural Em. 
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21: g-IV2-->d-*IV3 

30: g-IV2-->d- IV-->j-I-->d-IV3 

31: g-IV4-->d-IV-->!-I-->g-*IV-->a-IV3 

29: g-IV4-->j-*IV--->g-IV--->g-V3 

: B-2: 

32A g-*IV3+-+bb-*I-->g-*IV3 

TIMOLEISIO 

Gm--->Bb+-+F-->Gm or Bb+-+F--->Gm 
GmCml-->GmDml-->BbFII--->Gm--->Dm--->Gm 
G mCml-->GmDml-->BbFII--->GmF --->Am--->Dm 
GmCmGmEb-->GmCm--->BbmFm--->BbEb---> 
--->//Gm+-+Cm or: IIAb-BbmFm--->Cm 

CmEbGm-->Cm-->BbDm--->Gm 

25A g-IV3~bb-I~c-IV~g-IV~j-*VI~g-IV3 
CmGm-->EbBb--->EbGm--->Cm 
Cm--->EbBb--->CmFm--->CmGm--->Cm 
Cm--->AbBbEb--->Gm-->G-->CmFm--->Cm 
CmG--->CmGm--->EbAbBbll->CmFm--->CmGm->Cm 

26 g-IVs--->bb-*I--->g-IV--->c-*IV-->g-IV3 

22 g-IIIs--->g-IV --->bb-I--->c-IV -->g_IV3 
B-3: 

19: g-*IVs--->bb-*III->g-*IV3 

27 g-IVs->eb-I->j-*VI--->g-IV->g-III3 
CmEb->GmCm->IIEb->Ebm--->Gm--->IIGmCm 
CmEb->CmBb->Gm-->EbAb->Cm->IIAbG--->AbmCm 

, B-4: 

:1 28: g- IVs-->j-*I-->d-III-->bb-*I->d-IV-->a-V3 CmGm->CmFDm->BbEb->CmF->D 
c: 
20A g-*I2+-+c-*IV-->g-*I II -->g-*IV-->g-*I3 

23: g-*I4->e-IV->d-*I->e-IV3 

25B g-I3->c-I-->g-I-->e-IV3 

0 : 

GC->Ab+-+C->IIGmC->Gm->EbCm-->IIAbC 
EmGClI-->DCDII->EmAm 
CGC->FCG-->CII->GC-->EmAm 

32B g-i, *I,->a*VI->d-i, *VI2 GCG-->CGD-->AmD-->GD 
33 g-*I2-> fiI-*V->llb-IV->d-*I->11 g-*I--> fiI-*V3 

G+-+C--->AmD->B->IIEm+-+Bm-->D-->11 
GC-->EmAm->DAm--->B 

Figure 34. A typology of the grammatical features governing the Slavonic songs 
analysed. There are three groups (A, B, C) divided according to the opening neurot
riad and root. Group A is opened with Gm, group B with Cm, and group C is opened 
in g-I. Group B is divided into four subgroups according to the closing neurotriad. 
Subgroup B3 is lacking the neural F(m) element. Group D is non-Slavonic. 

Modally the grammar is heavily based on root IV. Root III appears along with it, 
rarely without it. Root VI appears mainly as its embryo *VI, and root V also appears 
as short fractions . In the G horizon the most prominent neurotriads are Cm, Gm, and 
Dm but Am, Em, Abm and Ebm may also appear. What is somewhat surprising is the 
fact that Fm is only seldom present in these melodies. The harmonic neurotriads Eb, 
Bb, D, F, Ab, C, and G alternate vividly with the subharmonic ones but are subordinate 
to them. The Slavonic pattern of the neural encoding is SRI-2+NOI+N03-4. 

Concluding remarks 

The main conclusions deal with the past. The first conclusion is that the singers of 
both culture areas share the same hexatonal grammar. The surprise was that so many 
melodies were based on proto-hexatonal embryos. In 2005 the present author was 

still of the opinion that most of European folksong was mainly hexatonal, based on 
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complete roots. After understanding that even the melodies in tonal classical music 
are quite often based on the same embryos, it became clear that it is the embryonic 
alternation on the micro-level of a melody that unites all humans and that serves as 
explanations for the essence of each melody. 

In the view of the author the Middle Dnieper Culture (3,300 cal. BC- ) around the 
city of Kiev in the western regions of the river Dnieper was carried by the population 
speaking north-western Proto-Indo-European. It was this culture area in which the 
archaeological Corded Ware (or Battle Axe) Culture was developed, and the earliest 
stages of the later Baltic, Slavonic and Germanic cultures existed. The Corded Ware 
communities were relatively small and had cattle breeding as their main mode of sub
sistence. When some of these communities started to move towards modern Germany 
ca 5,000 years ago they exported the innovations like the oxen-drawn wagon and the 
domesticated horse to autochthonous societies in which the Indo-Europeans started to 
live as a kind of elite. On the other hand, the Indo-Europeans learned from the local 
peoples in Germany about advanced farming. The ancestors of the Proto-Baltic peop
les moved northwards to the regions south-east of the Baltic Sea, and the ancestors 
of the Proto-Slavonic peoples stayed in modern Ukraine. For thousands of years the 
Proto-Baltic and Proto-Slavic cultures remained closely related while the fusion of the 
local majorities and the Indo-European minority started to differ from them and slowly 
to develop into what is called (Pre-)Proto-Germanic culture. It existed throughout the 
2nd millennium BC in North-Germany and Denmark.25 

The point is that the Middle Dnieper Culture shared a more or less homogeneous 
song grammar. It was proto-hexatonal and known by all contemporary Proto-Indo
European (such as Pre-Proto-Indo-Iranian and Proto-Graeco-Armenian) singers. Be
cause the embryonic alternation *IV-*I-*IV exists both in Germanic and in Slavonic 
as well as in Indian song, it is probable that it is an ancient grammatical solution. Ho
wever, the difference between the two culture areas is clear: Germanic song grammar 
represents a harmonic (options-based) dialect and the Slavonic song a subharmonic 
dialect both within the hex atonal grammar. Regarding which one is closer to the ori
ginal song grammar, there is reason to study briefly how the Baltic grammar is related 
to the Slavonic grammar. Fig. 35 represents a 'family song'26 from the south-eastern 
county ofDzukai, opposite Belarus. In the original transcription it looks like a regular 
melody in F major but the melodic progression follows no tonal logic. The hexatonal 
elements are: 
g-I: g-bb-c-d-eb 
c-*I: c--e-jCg-a-bb-c 
d-*VI: d--jCg-a-b-c 

25 Carpel an and Parpola 200 I, 55-150. 
26 Seimos balades. It may be of interest for a Finnish reader to know that the Lithuanian word seima 'family' is 

the etymological source for the Finnish word heimo ' tribe' . 
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g-l : c-J: g-l: I d-VI: g-I: I 
g--------c--------g--------------------------------------r,;;---------------d---( - - )-----------e-=_--~-~-=_-~-~-=_--~-~-~-.::-~-T 

a - ny - ta, 
F C 

Ii - ne - liu rau - ti . 

Figure 35. This Lithuanianfamily song seems to represent an archaic song grammar 
once common to the western part of the Proto-Indo-European culture area. The tune 
is according to LLM 1938, no 212. The embryo g- *VI and the root g-I overlap in the 
last measure. 

The essence is not the major mode but the modulation of two independent moda

lities, I and *YI. This modulation is the reason for the specific character of this Lit

huanian song whose grammar is not found in any Germanic grammar: g-Is -+c-*I-+d
*YI -+ g-Is. The tying in the )'d measure is interesting. The neurotriad F (-te-) does 

not have d but the sung a2 activates the d nerve as seen in Fig. 4A. Melodies like this 
can be found in Slavonic and Old-Iranian song but not in the Germanic tradition. It is 
then possible to assume that this Lithuanian song represents an ancient Indo-European 

proto-hexatonal grammar, which was the foundation of song among the much later 
ancestors of the Proto-Baltic, Proto-Slavic and Proto-Germanic singers- but also 

known in the Proto-Indo-Iranian culture area in southern Russia. No Palaeo-European 

influence can be seen in this. The neurotriads form the series C-+ F-+CBG. 

A most typically Lithuanian tune is in Fig. 36. It is a Pre-Christian calendar song 
of the Winter Solstice corresponding to the kolyad tradition of the eastern Slavs. Its 
modal structure is descendingg-*IY 5 Bd-*IY·, which is close to that found in Slavonic 

examples (Fig. 21 and 24). The poetic metre is regular and has 8 morae (+0 +0 +0 00) 
but the musical rhythm varies: 3+5+4/8. This is different from the Germanic idiom but 
parallels the Slavonic one. The syntax of the neurotriads is Cm-+GmBDm-+Gm. This 
can also be found on the Slavonic side (Fig. 24 and 31). However, there are also minor 

differences and the melody is more typical of the Baltic than the Slavonic style. 
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g-IV d-IV 
g--------------------------d--------------------------------------------------------------------------g---------. 

Oi , jau 

em 
mal - no mie - las 

GmDmGmDm 

anks - ti ry - ta ke - lias, 

GmDm Gm Dm Gm 

Figure 36. This advento daina isfrom DztJkai, Lithuania, according to LLM 1938, 
no 302. 

Peter Schneider and coworkers (2005) concluded that there are two kinds of people, 
fundamental pitch listeners and spectral pitch listeners. The reason for this dualism 
seems to be in the genetically inherited differences in the brain structure and functions. 
Those who prefer to follow the fundamental tone also like to play or listen to musical 
instruments which produce short, sharp, or impulsive tones (piano, trumpet, flute etc.). 
Those who prefer to listen to the spectrum (overtones) like to play and listen to low 
sounding musical instruments with a rich timbre (saxophone, french horn, violoncello, 
organ, human voice, etc.). Schneider et al. (390-391) state that pianists perceiving the 
fundamental pitch favour of performing with virtuosity and in complex rhythms whe
reas the harmonic perceivers concentrate on timbre and melody. Because the reason for 
this duality is genetic, musical ability or education has no effect on this difference. 

Could this be a reason for the Slavonic vs. Germanic duality? A Germanic song 
is often based on harmonic structures, that is, a sung tone activates the neurons cor
responding to its physical harmonics (as neural options). There are two results. First, 
the tones which a singer (composer) chooses, accord with the physical harmonics in 
the major form, and secondly, the analyst can also accompany the melody with major 
chords. As shown in Fig. 3, the auditory system does not create a neurotriad in major 
form as such but as a selection of neurons from three active subharmonic neurotriads. 
Accordingly, it is the fundamental tones in Slavonic melodies that directly activate the 
subharmonic neurotriads in the minor form. Typical of the Slavs are the subharmonic 
responses. In addition to this, the Slavic singers also follow the directory of the ne
ural primary and secondary options. Therefore, both the Germanic and the Slavonic 
singers now follow the fundamental tone and then the timbre. An individual may be 
either or but the style differences as such cannot be explained with these perceptual 
differences. 

The instrumentary of the former Slavs and Balts differed from those in Central 
Europe. The Proto-Slavs had various clarinets and the gusli (meaning ' the strings ' ) 
which was the lyre and later the psaltery. The Baits knew this psaltery as their kankles. 
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They also had wooden trumpets but generally speaking their instruments were mainly 
with a soft sound27. In Central Europe their number was more numerous and louder 
in sound. 

g-'l: 

~" r---~---i¥JiTI-;-lrrtjj-;-i~oi-i-lhi---~--__ ; __ ~m_;~ 
Yey! 

fi; 
yei - yo, yo 
G 

- - 0 , yei - yo, yo - - 0 , a ii 
G 

yey -yey yeyl 
C G CGC G 

:11 

Figure 37. The basic line of a Shelk 'nam (Dna) Indian song Halupe k'meyufrom 
Tierra del Fuego according to SCTF 1978, Vol. IL record 2, no. 13. Transcribed by 
the present author. 

There are two details to be briefly cosidered. The first is that root I is not at all as 
favoured in the world as it is in Europe and the Arabic world (maq m rast). Root I is 
the central element in the Germanic song and one might assume that, universally, the 
more the singers are in contact with the musical instruments producing impulsive and 

loud sounds and natural tones, the more likely they are to use root I in their songs. 
Secondly, the less the singers have percussive musical instruments, the more they listen 
to the timbre (spectra) and the grammar is characterised by the subharrnonic path. The 
now extinct Ona or Sheik' nam Indians lived in Tierra del Fuego, the southern part 
of South America, having no agriculture, animal husbandry, weaving, or pottery and 
living a nomad way oflife28. They did not have any specific musical instruments but 
a complex system of rituals and songs connected to them (Fig. 37). In spite of the lack 
of musical instruments their song grammar was markedly based on the embryo *1, 
which notion contrasts with the hypothesis presented. The grammar of this individual 
Sheik' nam song is clear. There does occur melodic and formal variation and sometimes 
the singer articulates the pitches with minor differences. There is only one anchor (g) 
and one mode, the embryo g-*I with its descending degrees 2-1-6-5 (cf2-c2-b '-g'). 

The neural representations are C and G, which means that the grammatical formula 
is GBC-+G, or, if the opening grace tone c2 is included, C-+GBC-+G. 

27 Apanavicius 1994. 
28 Murdock 1981 ,90,128-129. Gusinde 1931. 
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Figure 38. A Yekuana chant to invoke the good spirits to bring good luck according 
to MY! 1975, Side 1, Band 1. The text is only an imitation of how the author thought 
he heard the words pronounced. Transcribed by the present author. 

The Venezuelan Yekuana Indians live between the Rivers Orinoco, Coura and 
Paragua and belong to the eastern Cariban peoples. They are hunters and fishers and 

they cultivate manioc, taro etc. in the ash fields, they lack domestic animals and metal 
but the men weave and make pottery29. They have flutes, panpipes and large bamboo 
clarinets with a deep tone and conch trumpets, all these played by men.30 According 
to the knowledge of the present author their song grammar is mainly based on the 

embryos *VI, *Y, and *1 but they also use the embryo *IV as seen in Fig. 38. The 
proto-hexatonal grammar isg-*IVI~I and Cm-+Gm-+Cm, and it is fully subharmonic. 

The embryo can be defined in two ways. First, the eb neuron is activated by the sung 

c2• Secondly, the proto-hex atonal embryo g-*IV can also be interpreted as the proto
pentatonal embryo g-*LA (~_c2_bbl_gl). The simultaneous presence of hexatonal 

and pentatonal modality in one and the same song is called a grammatical mictos, 
that is, an independent fusion modality. The mictos of this song can be presented as 
g-*IV g-*LA which is a universally known pattern. 

The Amerindian data suggests that the harmonic path of the song grammar typical 
of Germanic song, may also dominate peoples having no typically musical instruments 

- like the Shelk'nams. On the other hand, the Yekuana Indians have some musical 
instruments and they base their grammar mainly on the harmonic path but they also 
know the subharmonic one- as do the Germanic singers. From this point of view, it is 
possible to assume that the preference for the harmonic path is not necessarily due to 
the influence of musical instruments. However, if the Indo-European song grammars 
are seen as a unit, it is possible to draw some conclusions because the grammar of 

their eastern populations (Indo-Aryans, Proto-Iranians31) parallels that of the Sla

vonic grammar. On the other hand, root IV is quite common in Anglo-Saxon as well 

as Icelandic song (representing the grammar of the pre-Christian North Germans). 

29 Murdock 1981 , 126-1 27. 
30 Coppens and Rodriguez 1975. 
31 The author refers to the Indian veda chants, folk song in Pakistan and Afghanistan as well as the Old Iranian 

influence on the Turkic cultures in Asia, such as on the Kyrgyz song grammar. 
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Therefore, the conclusion is that the Slavonic and the Baltic grammars are still close to 
the Proto-Indo-European proto-hexatonal grammar. The Central European Germanic 
song grammar has clearly deviated from these. The Icelandic data suggests that the 
Old Scandinavians were not influenced by the southern prominence of root I. This is 
why their song was mainly based on root IV: The borderline may have been in modern 
Denmark, since the English children's song give a faint suggestion that Northern Ger
many was strongly influenced by root I already during the I st millennium Be. In other 
words, the Germanic speaking peoples adopted the grammatical features from the local 
peoples in Central Europe. Who were these peoples? This needs a study of its own. 
It is clear that one part of them were the Celts. Their grammar was clearly influenced 
by the local (non-Indo-European) grammars. This means that both the Celtic and the 
Germanic song grammars bear elements, which go back to the ancient and strong 
song grammar(s) of the autochthonous peoples. The Germanic singers did not adopt 
their proto-pentatonal elements as did the Celts but they adopted their option-based 
(NO) grammar and root I which seems to have evolved among the Pre-Indo-European 
peoples. The role of the horns remains uncertain because there are no exact proofs of 
their existence long before the Indo-European migration to Central Europe. In the same 
vein it can be said that the musical instruments have clearly supported and developed 
the strong position of the hexatonal grammar in Central Europe to the extent that the 
tonal grammar with its three modes evolved from it during the 18th century. 
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